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The first master in the aesthetics of orcMtecture, and the teacher

of many generations following fcbft, was tl» Roman Vitruvlus. It is not

kncsm for certain when he lived, but v* surmise itvras in the first century

EC The rreatost of Ms followers was the Italian architect and author,

Leon Batista Albert! (d X472)« Sfter him cane Sebaetiano Stfclio- (a. 155*/

sd (cU 1616). In France the

alTnoWthy think*, and creators in tt» art of butiang were 1*^^
t i (Ttr (d 1570) Jem Bullant (d, 1578), Jacaues Androuet au Gorceau

Uto*^ »nS parfcd)i Ffcmieoi* Blonciel (a. 1684), In Jncland, in the 3B1

Centvir: , Colin CaapbeU (d* 1734) and Hillinm Adaa (d. 1746) roso to £*no.
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What is Architecture? A ^{j^t^C^c^jJU^

Since its inception, architecture has occupied a focal position

in the study of aesthetics; in particular, architects have advanced theories on

architecture in general, and on its nature .^4 But all these outstanding authors,

and those who followed them, were Europeans; they were not acquainted with the

architecture which existed outside their civilization. All their ideas, and the

laws which they formulated, were therefore based on too limited empirical foundations.

In the light of the latest scientific achievements, it becomes clear that they did

not reach the generality and objectivity at which they had aimed, and which are

justified only by universal applicability. Let us try to understand the fundamentals

of architecture, not according to styles, because these are the results of historical

development, but according to basic principles and original forces which can assume

the forms that become, under suitable conditions, what we call styles.

The roots of architecture lie in the material world, in the practical

world of man and society, while the summit stretches upwards, into the world of

spirit and beauty.

The dwellings of primeval man were, it seems, caves and places with

improvised natural cover. The magnificent paintings in the caves, preserved from

the Earlv Stone Age, indicate that wild men dwelt in them. They hunted for their

food and'waged a ceaseless aggressive and defensive war against the wild animals.

The brutal conditions under which they lived forced them to develop a keen sense of

observation of their surroundings and an almost infallible sense of perception,

which expressed itself in the form of these wall paintings, the very earliest known.

However, whatever has remained of early man' s proper building is a survival only of

the Neolithic Age. In this age men organised themselves into groups, larger than

families, and the centre of growth of their economy shifted from hunting to the

tilling of the land and the raising of cattle. These new conditions blunted their

facultv of ouick observation and strengthened in them different aspects of artistic

skill/ In the course of his observing the revolutions of the sun, the moon and the

stars, and their cycles according to the seasons of the year, there is awakened m
the peasant the feeling for law and order, the feeling for, and the appreciation of,

rhythm. The man of the New Stone Age was less skilled in his attemps to imitate

nature and to depict the phenomena of the living world. But at the same time he

learned to express by other means his innermost thoughts and his conception of tne

universe, and his impressions of his surrounding* and his daily life. Jhe means of

his artistic expression are patterns symbolizing his impressions and thoughts, sibns

drawn in regular and recurring form - ornaments. In that period only, man became

capable of building. The remains of buildings of Neolithic Llan show a surprising

similarity to the buildings of some contemporary wild tribes.
,/
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SK^nts our knowledge^ pre-historic buildings. Both ^ "tool^^J*
and in that of contemporary savage tribes corresponding to this evolutionary stage,

there are houses built on piles (fig. D, standing both in water andon dry land

both tvp-s were for defence against wild beasts and the enemies of man. Horn the

common fettles of the pre-historic buildings and the building of primitive tribes,"
coSc?u£ ?hat the primary purpose of architecture is, in general, that of

shelter and defence. To this basic aim of architecture there were added, in the

course of the evolution of human needs, many other aims. Besides houses built for

™ving, tombs were built in the Neolithic Age, and they testified to the early

realization of man's connection with death and conception of religious ideas, ffith

the growth of the social group from the first cell, the family, to larger groups,
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there arose the need for public buildings. Through his veneration of the forces

of nature, man came to building houses of worship. The rise to power of rulers

expressed itself in buildings distinguished for their size and strength and their

aesthetic perfection. The increasing demands of developing human civilization-

crafts of various kinds, industry, commerce and law, transport, entertainment, sport,

etc. led to different kinds of buildings. Religions, as they developed, became

especially rich sources of forces creating architecture.

The purpose of architecture, however, does not yet define its nature .

We shall come to the understanding of its nature by considering some antithetical

basic ideas, such as mass and space . Every idea becomes clearer when it appears

in its pure state and is not mixed with other ideas* Mass as a creative element is

realized almost perfectly in the Egyptian Pyramids. When their constructors amassed

these regular gigantic heaps or piles, they left inside them only a very small cavity.

The Pyramids are almost solid bodies, nearer to the spirit of sculpture than to that

of architecture in its accepted sense. The same applies also to pre-Columbian

pyramids on the American continent, (fig. 2) which seem to have been used as bases

for sacrificial altars and astrological stations. In India a similar type was

created. This is the Stoopa (fig. 3) (appearing for the first time in the middle

of the 3rd Century B.C.) which is hemispherical in form and can be likened to an

evanescent water-bubble. It grows and vanishes, and is, in India, the symbol of

its contrast, eternal being. The Stoopa is devoid of openings and internal spaces,

and contains only minute boxes in which are stored relics of the Buddha. In Indo-

China, Stoopas assume other forms, closer to towers, in the island of Java, through

the efforts of many generations, the richest and most complicated form of stoopas^

was created. These represented the most highly developed form of stoopa. m contrast

to this category, which contains a maximum of materials and a minimum of space,

let us consider, for example, the Church of St. Sophia in Constantinople (fig. 4J

(6th Century), and the splendid mosques built, after this model, by the Turks after

their conquest of the Byzantine Empire. These buildings are spacious and rich in

openings, the space being lofty and large and growing harmoniously in all directions.

The whole volume of pillars, columns and walls, on which the vaults are suspended,

is reduced to a surprising minimum. Here the space overpowers the mass to a striking

extent.

This first antithesis, mass and space, which we have considered, leads

us to a second one through which we approach the question of the method &f building.

According to its accepted definition, building is the joining o, parts ox diftexeiit

ma?er£l! - stone, tiles, wood, iron, concrete, glass, etc., - into uni,s generally

caned houses. This conventional definition can also be applied to regular heaps

which are devoid of internal space. But, in contrast to all houses, whether solid

buildings or those constructed for internal space, there is yet another class of

building which is not "built" at all. These are the rooms which man forced moo

an existing mass of rocks. Buddhists and Hindus hewed out of the massive and vast

rockfoflnd^fdeep and spacious caves, (fig. 5) some even with several floors, one

below the other. The pillars in these caves are not pillars in the tiue sense,

because the whole is one solid mass, the remnant of the natural rock left a^ter

hewinr These caves, which are in the main shaped by the hand of man, are theS oflhe wrestle, so to speak, between the principle of »***£^^^
8

«nrl tha+ of so«ce created by the diminishing of existing mass. In ooher countiies,

?hou^io a lesser extent than in India, more or less regular caves were also hewn

ou? or e4stSg c.ves enlarged. The spirit of hewing out of rock is also sensed

?n built housed where the volume of pillars and other internal parts is not less

San^he free spice between them. The ancient buildings of Egypt sometimes give us

this impression.
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In the continuation of this architectural tendency, however, in which
space was victorious over existing mass, mass again becomes dominant. In South-
ern India, (fig, 6) for example, a series of channels was made out of the body
of the rock and free spaces were created around the solid mass, which became
isolated and continued to exist in its plastic form. This solid mass was shaped
by stone-hewers, masons and sculptors into the form of houses. The outside
surface of the houses was embellished with an abundance of sculptures and reliefs,
and the workers penetrated into the "houses" and created rooms. Outside India,
e.g. in the vicinity of Jerusalem, this principle of monolithic buildings is
realized to a more limited extent.

Now that we have considered these phenomena, which considerably enlarge
the accepted idea of architecture, we shall deal with the idea of architecture
in its more restricted sense, an^ i*1 the first instance with its methods. Here
again we are faced with the principle of mass, but in another sense, in the sense
of the visual appearance of the building. When they are built with solid walls,
buildings produce the optical illusion of masses, i.e. of closed solids ; this
illusion remains even after it is lightened, or even abolished, by the introduction

of openings or other means of aesthetic animation such as projections and
indentations. This principle is followed in the majority of buildings, from
ancient Mesopotamia to the Romanesque churches of 7/estern and Central Europe.

The main body of the Roman Pantheon, (fig. 7) or the Palace of Strozzi (early

Renaissance period), are classic examples of this kind of creation. Very many

of the gigantic buildings in modern America (fig. 8) also belong to this category.

Their mighty masses are at times shaped with an almost musical rhythm, with

reciprocating connections, with harmony between parts and with descending movements

within a general ascending motion. In the opposing system a differentiation

in construction is developed. The most characteristic parts of the Greek or the

Chinese house are columns which support the entablature and the roof. The walls

are nothing but partitions which enclose the interior. In Ancient Greece (fig. 9)

these partitions were placed inside the columns, and in the Far East (fig. 10)

they had no particular position, sometimes outside the columns, sometimes behind

them or between them. The most daring and ingenious example of differential

construction is, without doubt, the Gothic one. Entire bundles of columns rise

up inside the building (fig. 11) and their capitals do not interrupt the soaring

motion, but act as a kind of springboard projecting the motion into the ribs of

the vaults. The segments which are spanned across the ribs are mainly "fillers "

,

just as are the walls between the supporting parts. This renders possible a

great freedom in the creation of openings, windows and doors, of a size hitherto

unknown. Apart from the system of internal pillars, there is a second system

of external pillars called buttresses (fig. 12), which run alongside the aisles

the whole length of the building. Above the side aisles flying buttresses project

from the height of the nave and transfer a considerable part of the thrust of

its vault onto the external vertical buttresses.

This system of construction necessarily leads us to aesthetic categories

proper. These are primarily based on the properties of the materials used. Let

us recall the Babylonian and Assyrian buildings (fig. 13) in which the volume

of the walls sometimes exceeds the size of the room. This strange thickness of

the walls is the logical outcome of the use of inferior materials, t'/hile the

rich ouarries of the country of the Nile gave to Egyptian architecture splendid

possibilities for enduring works, the materials found in the countries around

the Euphrates and the Tigris were in the main clgy or lime, which, even when

rammed, is unable to resist the force of rain water for a long time. A certain

measure of preservation was afforded by a,r-dried bricks.
p
B^!l' f^

k
^Sng.

obtained by firing and additional strength was given to the surface by glazing.



Though unintentional at first, these technical methods led to aesthetic improvements.

Glazing combined with coloring led to variety and enrichment and to the decoration

of the outside with ornaments and figures. The surface of the walls was also

broken up by projecting and receding parts. Conditions such as these gave rise

to "facades" - not only Mesopotamia - and they explain the existence of the facade

in general, i.e. the embellished face of the house. Only when the material

itself is inferior does a technical and aesthetid covering and overlaying become

necessary.

For the facade is, in itself and according to its proper nature, a

thing untrue, even artificial or fictitious. Only in the most highly developed

architecture was the facade also able to become a faithful expression of the

interior organization of the house and its structure. When, however, the material

is superior by nature, the need for camouflage does not arise. It will be revealed

unadorned, and its appearance alone, in all its naivety, will have artistic value.

The Greek house is a good example a3 so of the qualities resulting from the use of

superior materials. In modern architecture, or at least in its early stages, an

appreciation of the correct use of materials was born anew. The first pioneers

in this venture, who wished to do justice to materials, disapproved of imitation,

as in reproducing in metal the forms characteristic of wood, or coloring sheets

of tin to give the impression of marble. Every material has its own innate property

of form, and the modeling of one material according to the properties of another

constitutes a falsification. In modern architecture the prevailing tendency is

to exhibit and emphasize the nature of steel, concrete, glass, etc. Ihis emphasis

became a rich source of beauty.

For the attainment of beauty in architecture, two other courses were

followed. One employs a variety of additions and trimmings, and in extreme

instances the influence of the decorative crafts, painting ana sculp oure is

evident. Such buildings are arranged as if their main intention was to napless

the eye in the manner of painting. In some etyfes of Islamic architec (xig. 14) I

houses were built with the clear intention of appearing lite pictures. ?urthermoie,

ihe abundance of adornment sometimes conceals the body of the distracts

attention from it. Ornamentation rich in taste and imagination fiequenoxy

leased at the expense of pure architecture At times

in the Russian art of building, particularly during the periods when the Chuich

flourished. In the Cathedral of Basil in Moscow, for instance, the load of

ornaments envelops most of the building, and almost hides it from the eye. The

~s or Solas " their weird multiplicity, no*W^^ ^**^>
=„d aw there for the sake of the pictorial impression only, ihe desiie ioi

SctorL?and sculptural expression assumed its most bizarre forms in European

Architecture ( particular^ in Italy, Spain and Germany) in the Baroque period,

Tit wHoout 550-1750. The use of straight lines, which are the decisive

futures ofpure architecture, is restricted in churches and payees in this style.

and exalts the spirit. Numerous houses in China ar^%££trfSa are not

tranquil simplicity. The adornments found m both these
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arbitrary additions. In the spirit of pure architecture they result from the

type of material used and from structural principles. In modern architecture

the idea of reaching aesthetic perfection by proper reciprocal relations between

all the measurements of a house, has long been accepted, but has been effected

in a small degree only. Just as a petty error or slight negligence can endanger

the general impression, so an architectural creation, even a simple and modest

one, gives us deep satisfaction when it is distinguished by logical and systematic

reciprocity in its measurements. From this is derived the pleasure sometimes

given us by the exterior and interior of a house which may be only a cube or a

composition of elementary geometrical bodies,

We have already made some mention of the visual and psychological

effect of lines or directions in the appearance of buildings. The example which

has long been popular is the Gothic style with its predominantly upswept lines.

We shall not consider here the origin of this verticalism. We shall examine

this phenomenon only from the point of view of the effect upon the spectator:

The system of pillars, joined together in pointed arches at a great height,

tends to exalt, to lift the mind from the material world and awaken the spiritual

side. One of the Indian styles is, in certain aspects, close to the Gothic.

This too is full of movement, and in it one direction prevails according to which

all the lines are arranged. The distinctive principle in these Indian sanctuaries,

however, is the horizontal tendency (fig. 16). The houses are built of layers of

stone which are superposed upon each other horizontally; even the towers rise up

to their summits only by the piling up of horizontal layers to the required height,

^he European baroque style, despite its irregularity and unrestrained movement,

shows also certain dominant principles of movement, such as the diagonal. Just

as the vertical line elevates, and the multiplied horizontal line moves the

spirit and sends it to the remote, so the diagonal line excites the spectator and

arouses in him feelings of enthusiasm, or even of ecstasy. A similar factor of

movement, which is equally important, is that of length, when it dominates ohe

other dimensions. This direction is particularly noticeable in English

architecture. The movement of the spectator himself in these mighty buildings

adds to the dynamic impression created by their great length. The common

features of these styles are, therefore, an expression of movement, a play of

forces, action, dynamics , a form approaching organic life. In opposition to

this, the Egyptian Pyramid, for example, expresses the quiescent form, eternal

existence, statics and inorganic being. To some extent any horizontal line may

be considered as static - in so far as the static state is not abolished by the

multiplication of horizontal lines. In its function as the base of an obtuse

-

angled isosceles triangle, the horizontal line is a decisive feature of Greek

architecture and of all periods of its revival. In contrast to the group of

dynamic styles, the Greek style is not dominated by one line which suppresses

or abolishes other forming forces, but both the horizont^ and ohe vertical

forces are together effective, as is partly also the diagonal; ana only the

final result of all these movements is a state of quiescence, an expression ox

tranauility, security and repose. We have no clear idea of the aesthetic

S^ssions'msde by the early Mesopotamia? architecture in its original state

and we can only imagine that the composition of horizontal andJWttoaL strips

nnd line- save the impression of a striving for austerity and solemnity, .his

Z pernlpf Sso the general appearance of Solomon- s Wigg^™
so much information from biblical sources, but without any knowledge ox its

gleral form. Its appearance was, without doubt, W^^f
impression on all who saw it. - A liberation of spiritual forces, 01 the arousing

offeelings of neatness and harmony, was at all times the psychological effect

of all SSb of"arches (fig. 17); this is true of cupolas built in hemispheres

or similar shapes. The most perfect examples of Roman, Byzantine and



Renaissance architecture evoke in us such feelings.

However, the aesthetic values discussed so far embrace only the

features of the building itself and its appearance. The relation which exists

between the building and its surroundings is not the leas£ essential of these

values. In Far-Eastern buildings (figTlS) , for instance, in both single houses

and in groups of houses or whole architectural complexes, there is a tendency to

adapt the building to its natural surroundings so that it may conform to them a

perfectly as possible and grow out of them. Human achievements follow nature,

the building assuming the lines of the landscape which is in turn itself reflected

in the house. This relationship can be explained by a conception of the universe

common to all the religious and philosophical schools of China. According to

this conception, the Universe is the model, the teacher ad the standard. The

"three powers" are Heaven, Earth and Man, Man, who is only the third of these

three elementary forces, depends wholly on the other two. As he adapts himself

more and more to nature, to its cycles and periods, and models his life on that

of the universe, so he achieves moral perfection and happiness, ±n a Chinese or

Japanese building, therefore, the tendency seems to be to merge into the landscape

rather than to rise above it. "Ltonumentality" - the striving after large

dimensions and the expression of might and endurance - is foreign to architecture

of the Far East. There are no gigantic buildings, only regular and systematic

multiplicities of houses of modest dimensions. The adapting of the house to

nature does not altogether depend on the taste of the individual architect, out

is an age-old traditional system (called by the Chinese "winds and water") which

regulates this adaptation in all its details. The principle contrary to that

prevailing in China is more widely spread throughout the world, because it is^

more in keeping with human nature, especially in the case of Occidentals. This

rather more Western principle arises from the desire to make the building dominate

its surroundings. The house, so to speak, strives to appear prominent, to be

visible at a great distance, to stand out and subdue the world around it. The

castles (fie. 19) which were built in Europe in the Middle Ages were mostly bold,

frim and unyielding in aspect. There are also in this category, however, creations

of friendly appearance. The main feature of these buildings is that they dominate

and subdue their surroundings. We cannot dismiss this domination as purely

negative..—•>

^This form of architecture also permits the taking into account of

existing conditions and the nature of the landscape, by means of a more or less

sensitive reaction to the surroundings. Architecture attains creative domination

when it prevails on the landscape not only by producing an impression, but by

actual use and shaping of the surroundings. By laying out gardens around the

bunSngr^ich prepare the spectator for the building itself, this principle is

developed and perfected. The Taj Mahal mausoleum (fig.20), which was builii

thllVth Century near Agra in India by one of the Moslem Emperors, for his wife

who had died at a prematurely early age, is a vision in white marble, and the

surrounding landscape is transformed into one vast garden* In this architects al

category - the striving for domination over nature,, let us again take up the idea

of "monLentality" and its meaning. It was the tendency to d^ortalize rulers

*) In connection with this masterpiece, let us mention f^^^i|e^
in general and, in particular, throe of its mam styles. The Chinese gaiden

is SncenirSed nature, reflecting its rich variety in miniature; the Persian

card™?s further removed from the natural state of the landscape and

if the French garden, particularly since the gardens of Versailles, introduces

into the, landscape artificial forms, foreign to nature, yet the result is

superb cbe to the vast amount of. planning put; into its creation. ^^^^^^^^^^
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and ruling social groups which originally led to the creation of solemn an^
enduring architectural forms, which evoked in the onlooker a feeling of his
smallness. With the best types of monumental building, however, he is not left

with a feeling of abandonment, but is finally uplifted. The greatness radiating
from these buildings awakens in him a feeling of awe and reverence. He will indeed

feel smaller, so to speak, and bow his head, but together with this feeling of

reverence, and in spite of it, he will experience a deep and unique feeling of

happiness. This psychological reaction could perhaps be explained as a kind of

sharing in the creation.

The majority of architectural constructions were created anonymously.

Most of the creators therefore worked for the love of the work itself and dedicated

their lives to it. But still more worthy of our admiration are whole generations

who Sacrificed themselves to these creations, knowing that they had no hope of

seeing their labour completed or enjoying its fruits. This he^ism can be under-

stood only by the force of grent ideas which inspired these generations to the

point of self-sacrifice. This is a moral lesson which architecture teaches.
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sense, fhe. same applies also to pre-Columbian pyramids or the American
continent, (iflgti 2) which seem to have teen used as bases for sacrifici 1

altars a. A astrological stations, la ±ndia a sinJlar type ares created
This is the atoopa ( fig. 3) (Appearing for the first time in the middle
of the 3rd Century B.C. ) which is hemispherical in form and ca*. be
likened to an evanescent water-bubble, it ?ro*«i and vnnUh** '1
in India, t.he symbol of its contrast, eternal being** The ..toopa is
devoid of openings and internal spaces, ana contains only minute boxes
in which ara stored re.1 ics of the Buddha. In Indo-China, atoopas
assume other forms, closer to towers, in the island of Java, through
the efforts of many gcherMWs, tne richestaad most complicated
of stoopas was created. - ' tfaeW reWcacnted the most highly developed .

*

t

form of stoopa. in centraet to thin category', which contains a

*

maxipu* of material and a minimum of space, let us consider, J or example,
the Church of St. Sophie In Constantinople (fi;'. 4) (6th Century) and
the splendid woseues built, after tl Js modal h • i f.,- ihU'irt „ „ <5 ? « * *? u,uuct

. » °y tnt i»urjL3 alter their
eoneees* ef the Byzantine Empire, these buildings are spacious and rich
in openings, 'the space being lofty and large and reain jr &rmoniouslv
in ail directions. fhe whole volume of bill»in <-ri . r e . .. a .,,.11.

'"'
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Ffela first antithesis, mass and mJ»W fi<te*to&fki 9

ir/to" units generally called

viled to regular heaps
eveid of internal space. But, in contrast to all Louses,

fhotner solid buildings or
. those constructed for internal space,- - :

.here is y-t another class of building which is' not "built" at all.

r
'' 3e lxr& th^^ooBs which m*jr".forced into en existing suss of rocks.

the massive and vast rocks of Indi

some even with several floors, ore

tnese caves .ire not pillars In the

(me solid rjass, the remnant of the
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natural itse!: a

stiaK aass. in other

l|uudhists and hin.ius he .ed cut

4ecp ai:d' spacious cfives . ifh;.

&elo* t.fe other, fm pillar

a

true sense, because t.-.o v.nole

natural rock
"

t after hewing,
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oi .rts

- - a* a *liut oi space created
ther countries, though to

s regular oaves were also
e spirit of hewing cuf of

% hp volume of pillars and

free space between them.

it.er,

.neation

;ho b

nreatoctural tendency, however, in \Uiich
ric-ua over e-istin.- mass, mass a^;ain becomes dominant.
ia, (fir;. 6) ,jt '^u^le, a series of channels was cade
Pi M*£ ^f«l ana! free spaces v.ere created around the

cn bsca.-se isolated and continued to exist in its plastic
form. This solid t;.ass was shaped by stone«h$ers , masons and sculptors

to pk$ fore of houses, f i e outside surface of tne houses was
jell i shed .vith an abundance of sculptures and reliefs, and the
rfers penetrated into tne "houses'* and created rooms, outside India,

rinity of Jerusalem , this principle of monolithic
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,hich considerably
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the nave .ind transfer a considerable part of the thrust of its vau$t

onto the external vertical buttresses.

fhis system, of. const; uetion necessarily leads us to aesthetic

categories proper. These are primarily based on the properties of

the materials used. Let us recall the Bab/Ionian and Assyrian

buildings t'fSSim 13)^M.ch the vol uae of the walls .sometimes exceeds

!.r.e size of the room, ihia strange thickness of the .walls is the

lo .ical outcome of Die use* of inferior materials. a.ile the rich

quarries of the country of the U U. e gave to Egyptian architecture

r.plena id. possibilities for en<(uri.: g works, the materials i ound in

the countries around the Euphrates and the Tigris were in %l e main

clay or lime, *hieh, even when rammed, • i:-: unable to. resist, the force

o.' rain water for a long time. A certain measure of preservation

pas afforded by air-dried bricks, iietter bricks were obtained by

firing and additional strength was .given to the surfaces by .lazing.

fhou£h unintentional at first, these technical methods IqM to

aesthetic improvement s • Glazing combined wi th coloring led to

variety and enrichment and to the decoration of the outside- with

ornaments and. figures. She surface of the walls was also broken up

b, projecting and receding parts. . Conditions such as these gave rise

to "facades" - not o*Uy in Mesopotamia - and they explain the

existence of the facade in general, i.e. the o&bcll ished face of the

house. Qnly when the material itself is inferior does a technical

and aesthetic covering and overlaying become necessary.

For tie facade is, lii itself and according to its proper natur

a thing untrue, even artificial or fictitious* C>iily in the most

highly level oped architecture was the facade also able to become

a faithful expression of the interior organization of the house and i

structure.' When , however, the material is superior by nature, the

need for camouflage does not .rise, xt will be revealed unauorned,

and its appearance alone, 1M all its naivety, -will have artistic

value, fhe Jreek house is a good example also '
of the qualities

resulting from the use of super j or materials, in modern architecture,

or ...t least in its early stages, an appreciation of tne correct

use of material s was born anew. f he first pioneers in this venture,

,-ho wiehed to do justice to materials .disapproved of imitation, as

in reproducing in metal .crms characteristic of wood, or coloring



sheets of tin i ,ivc the ij&preasion of marble, nvery mat.- rial

its own Innate proper ty form, and the modeling cf one matt- rial

•ties

uodern a

basis© t

Lasis be

.hiteotui 'ft .

hur constitutes a falsification,

tendency is to exhibit and

e , I ass , «tc . * fhis
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:e of the decorative crafts, painting &) d sculpture la

ouch bulldogs are arrayed a£ if. their naif* patention v,
!aa tc

impress the eye in the ;ia..ner. of painting* ip &qwg styles of A&Xubic

architecture (fig. 14) houses ..ere built with V e clear intention

of appearing like pictures. *
• ur U ieri&ore , the abundance of adornment

sometimes conceals the body of the house aid distracts attention frota

it. ornamentation rich in i.i.t, .- < d imagt»*t J on '."requently Increased

at u e expeaa* of pure architecture, at tit.es trirami i.*; prevailed also

in Ue-Uiussian art of building, particularly daring he periods .-ren I

u . ohureh flourished, in ti e Cathedra] of fcaall in Moscow, for

imatanee, the load of ornaments, 'i-nveiopa »•»* of the buJ iair,,;, and

almost aides it iron, the eye. fhe towers cr curolae, ir. their weird
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he eye and exalts the s; irit. numerous bouses in China are also

pt«g,il short by thi» tranquil simplicity. She adornments found

n both these countries are not arbitrary additions.

n the spirit of pure architecture they result from tee type of

iimm heed and from structural principles, in modern architecture

he Idea of reachif,; aesthetic perfection by proper reciprocal

elations between all th» fccaaure^i.te of a noune, has long boon

Cl ted, but has been effected in ,, in-all degree only. Just as a

,tty error or slUjfct . :i • =x« can t 1. 1 . the general impression,

o an architectural creation, eve,, a irt»pl;e md modest one, iva f us

& . .u. :,„tion, «iu it M diGiin-ui.hed by logical and systematic

-

t ei,,,elty in its neusure^.ls. Has l| derived the pleasure

: ,^ ti,.e S .iveu us b the a> terior u,d interior of a house vhich 5:ay

" or • composition of elementary -eoine trical bodies.

« i ave ta&S some mention of the visual and psycho I o, icnl effect

,r or directions in the appearance of buildings.

ich h**S long be*i popular is the Gothic style *ith its predominantly

upe~,ept lines. ,e shall not eon' id or here the origin of this

vertiealism. e uhsfrl examine this phenomenon only from the point %t

,p 0Vf 0 r t ; e effect upon the spectator: rhe syetom of pillars,

joined together in pointed arches at a i-reat height, tends to exult,

v. lift the mind r.r:; ih* material -vorld and awaken the spiritual

;

V
cie/ Cue of the Vidian stylos is, in certain aspects, close to the

oothic This too is full of movement , and in it one direct ion

prevails ace, /din,: to which all the lines are arranged.

r;o .iistinctive principle in these Indian sanctuaries, however, is

tee horizontal tendency { Ufr i6)< th* nouses are built of layers

of stone hich arc e oj erposed upon each other horizontally; even the

ll en rise up to trelr remits only by the filing up of horizontal

l^ers to the required height. The European baroque style, despite

•'^YT p :u h,rity unrestrained movement, snows also certain dominar t.

principles oi movement, s >cn as the diagonal. Just as the vertical

liae elevates, srid the multiplied horizontal line moves the spirit

fthd sends it to the remote, so the .".iaponul excites the

. >v . uaor &ru3 uruU «ies in him feelings of enthusiasm, or even of

ecstasy. A similar factor oi movement, *hich is equally important,

, - * iO n ... , f v v-rr 1 1 dominates the other dimensions. This
1=5 that oi length* ren n ^rminu

.iroction is particularly noticeable in English architecture

.



i'he movement of the spectator himself in these mir.hty bullfli^ adds
to the dynamic impression created by their

t
/reat lengthy. Tic CO

;

safoii
"

<:̂ -;tureR of tlt;se styles are, therefore, ar. expression of movement,
a play of forces, action, dynamics , a for:.. .

,
roa. hin- oreanie M l i .

lis opposition to this, the ,,;yptian .yrami-1, for example
, expresses

the -puiescexit form, eternal exister.ee, statics-. ' and inorganic bMnp.
io some extent any. hori.:o:

oo far as the 3tatic stati

hori?vontal I1i.es. in it;

isosceles trianp 1 e , the h

<

reek architecture and of

to the &roup of dynamic si

line aieh suppresses oi

nor.! sontal and the vertical forces

also U e dia

in

a^onaj.;

-.puieseer

— •» - t ra n t

tyles, the -ireefc style is not ioainatcd by one
hibolifjhes other fo ncing forces, but bath tee

ther effective, ar, is partly
tpm final result of all these movements is

i ression of tranquility, security ax

d

repose. .,e have no clear idea 01 the aesthetic impressions e.ade by
the early ^esopotana an architecture in its orip.'nal state, and we can
only imagine that the composition of horizontal and vertical strips and
lines gave the impression of a striving for austerity and solemnity.
Chis *aa ;erhaps also the general appearance of .olomon's -ample, about
Pich »« have no »uch information from biblical sources, but without

any kno^led^e of its peaeral form. Its appearance was, without doubt,
,-.jnificent Me a <*eep impression on all who saw it. -

liberation of spiritual forces, or the arousing of feelings of
greatness and harmony, >vas at all times the psychological effect of
all Kinds of arches (fig. 17); this is true of cupolas built .in
hemispheres or similar shapes. The most perfect examples of homan,
Byzantine and ar.naissance architecture evoke in us such feel in,;:--

.

however, the aesthetic values discussed so far embrace caly the
features of the building itself and its appearance. The relation
which exists between the building and its curronnoainaa is not the least
essential of these values. In Far- '.as torn buildings (fi;-. 18), 1 or
inrt r.ee, in both Maple houses and ia groups of houses or ahole
architectural complexes, there is a tendency to adapt the buildiz.a
to its natural surroun 11 n^s so that it may conform to them as
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perfectly as possible* and jrow out of them, human achievemen ts

follow nature, the ballding aasuaiing the lines of the landscape
which ts in turn itself reflected in the house, this relationship can
oe explained by a ccncep tion of the universe cnmgjoB to all "the

religion* and philosophical schools of. China* . ccording to this

conception, the Universe is the model, the teacher and the standard.

\

fho is only theThe "three pov^ers'* are lieaven, Larth and Jan. *ian

third of these three elementary ;orces, depends wholly on tie Other
t--.-o. s he adapts himself i.:ore ana aore to nature, to its cycles and
periods, and aode 3 s his l i fe on that of the universe, so he achieves

Japanese building,

the landscape

he striving utter

endurance - is

attire does

Btotral perfection and happiness, in a Chinese or

•therefore, • the tendency seems to be to r.er^e i'nt

rather than to rise above It. '-ienumentali ty
H -

1 arge dimensions and the expression of might and

.
foreign to. arehi tccture • of the . ar £a-at. fhcra

buil4ifigS| only regular sy'stesi&tio B^tltj lie

modest dimensiona* ihe adaptl&g of the house
-i- aether depend on the taste of the individual architect, but is
an age-old traditional system (called by the Chinese "winds ahd ^ator")
r.ich regulates this aanptatitin ± Tl ti\J its details, the principle

contrary to that prevailing in China is more widely spread throughout,
tfcc nor 'd, because it is more in keeping aith human nature,
es-.-. cially in the case of occidentals. :his rather more estcrn
principle arises from the desire to make the building, dominate
its surroundings. I'he house, so to speak, strives to appear prominent,
to he visible at a great' distance, to stand out and sufcdue the world

it. £he castles (fig, 1 91 ertj ouilt in ..urope in the
...id die ages #ere mostly bold, ^rim and unyielding in aspect.
There are also in this category, h clever, c; eations of friendly

these buildings is that they dominate

. e caixnot dismiss this domination as

into ctccounx

a;- rearar.ee •' i'he stain feature o.t

and cubdue their surroundings,

purely ne^ative^

€7hU: farm of architecture al so permits the takin,

existing conditions and*the nature of the landscape, by means of a more
or Less sensitive reaction to the surroundings, architecture attains
creative domination .hen it prevails on the landscape not only by
producing an impression, but bj actual use and shaping of the
surroundings. By laying out gardens around the building, which prepare
the spectator for the bui Iding itself, this principle is developed and
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perfected. The Taj Bahal mausoleum (fig. 20), which was built in

17th Century near Agra in India, by one of the Moslem hiaperors, I

his wife *ho had died at a prematurely early age, is a vision in

marble, and the surrounding landscape is transformed into one va

2)
:'S rden

2) in connection with fchia masterpiece, let us mention i^rden

architecture in general and, in particular, three of its main styles.

The Chinese garden is concentrated nature, reflecting its rich variety

la miniature; tha Persian garden is further removed from the natural

state of the landscape and stylizes it; the French garden, particularly

since the gardens of Versailles, introduces into the landscape

artificial forms, foreign to nature, yet the result is superb due to

the vast amount of planning put Into its creation.

In this architectural category - the striving for domination over

nature, let us a0'ain take up the idea of "monument a 3 ity" and its

weaning. It was the tendency to immortalize rulers end ruling social

groups which originally led to the creation of solemn and enduririb
-

arcnitectural forms, which evoked in the onlooker a feeling of his

smallness. With the best types of monumental building, however, he is

not left with a feeling of abandonment, but is finally uplifted,

i'he neatness radiating from these buildings awaken* in him a feeling

of awe and reverence. He will indeed feel smaller, so to speak, and

bow his head, but together with this feeling of reverence, $$6 th

site of it, he ,.-111 experience a deep 'and unique feeling of happiness,

f'his psychological reaction could perhaps be explained as a kind of

Sharing in the creation.

The majority of architectural construct lens were created

anonymously. -5ost of the creators therefore worked for ti e love

of the work itself and dedicated their lives to it. But still more

worthy of our admiration are .hole generations who sacrificed tnemselve

to these creations, knowing that they had no hope of seeing their labct

completed or enjoying its fruits, ibis heroism can be understood only

by the force of *<reat U«a* inspited these generations to the
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The first naeter in the aesthetics of DreH+ecture, and the teacher
of many generations follea7in£ hirc, was the He Mlnil. It is not
known for certain ttfcmi he lived, but wo ewnise it as in the rirst century
B.C. The greatest of his followers was the Italian arcldtect and author,
Leon Battista Albert! (d. 1472), ifter his* oar» Sebastian ^rlio (d. 1552)
Giaeono Boroaai dn Vignola (1507 - 1573), Andrea Falladiu (151£ - 15#0),
the outstanding architectural theorist MM creator of a notable school of
architecture, and, finally, Vinconao Scanaosai (d. 1616). In Trance the
nest noteworthy thinker and ere tors in the art of Itfililag tfore Pftilibert
de l*0nae (d. 1570), Jean Sullant (d. 157&)» JttfMMM Androuot da Ccrceau
(about the mm period), "r-nccis Blendel (d. 1CC6). In nnl~nd, in the loth
Centura, Colin Campbell (d. 1734) f*nd . illisa Adam (d. .1748) roso to Fane.
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Since its inception, crohitscture baa occupied a focal position
in the study of oostlKit^OBj In partleslar, architectc have advanced theories an
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iy. uaftali (Otto) oclmoid (Tochnion, tho Israel

hat is Arcldtocture?

ute of Technology)

lafii its inception, architecture has occupied a focal position
in tho study of aesthetics; in particular, architect r. have advanced theories on

i Lecture JLi general* and on Its nature* 1) r Vi ose outstanding authors,
and those who followed them, ware '-luropeansj thoy were not acquainted with tho

architecture which existed outside their civilisation. All their ideas, and the
lews which they formulated, were therefore? based, on too Untied empirical foundations.
Tn tho light of tho latect scientific achlevesiento, it bocorws clear that they did
not roach the generality and objectivity at which they had airaed, and which are
justified only by universal, applicability, Jet us try to understand the ftuidemntale

of architecture, not according to styles, because t*csc am the results of historical
developtaent, but ac cording to basic principles and original forces '^hich can assume .

the forms that bocone-, under suitable conditions, what we call styles.

The roots of architecture lie in the material world, in the practical

\;orld of nan and society, wliile the sunm.it stretches upwards, into the world of

spirit and beauty.

.he dwellings of priwev-vl nan were, it seocis, caves and places with
..T- .-':-<:.. rr'i cower* '

i i kgnJ fieeu pal&lt&gfl im eaweej preserved rrom

the Harly Stone Ago, Indicate that rild men dwelt in them. They hunted for their

food and waged a ceaseless a:;;. 'restive and defensive war against the wild animals.
The brutal conditions under which they lived forced them to 'develop a keen sense of

observation of their surroundings att* an almost infallible sense of perection,
v"*,)r'\-sei I \. r I t la team of these wall paintings, the veer? earliest knesvn.

cwevor, has remained of early nan«s proper building is a survival only of

the '"eolitbic tge. tn this age nsen organised uhoisselves into groups, larger than

failles, and the centre of growth of their economy- shifted from hunting to the

tilling of the land and the raising; of cattle, These new conditions blunted their

stars, and their cycles according to the seasons of the year, there is awakened in

the peasant the feeling for law and. order, the feeling for, and the appreciation of,

rhythm. -The nan of the :
?ow Jtone A#s was less skilled in his attesps to imitate

netfSFt and to depict the pfeetiomena of the living world. s% t the same time he

learned to or rosn by other eeeBs his innermost thoughts and his conception of the

'verse, and his impres^Um of Ms surrouiKlingS' and his daily life. The means of

his artistic expros ion are patterns syixslissins his impression* and thoughts, signs

drawn in regular and recurring fom - ernaaents. In that ^xsriod only, man became

similarity to the buildings of some contemporary wild tribes. This analogy

m elements our knowledge of .:rc»-]\istoric buildings. :''oth in ."oolithie buSluing

gad in that of contemporary savage tribes cerresj*>nding to this ovolutionrry stage.

both types were for defence against wild beast the enemtec of man* From the

eerauon features of the pre~historic buildings and tho building 01 primitive tribes,

we may conclude that the primary purpose of arcr-itecture is, in general, that of

shelter nnd defence. To this basic aim of architecture there were added, in the

course o* tho evolution o^ human needs, -any other aims. Besidas houses built for

the living,*" tombs -
-

. ill the : eoliihic Age, and they testified to the early

realisation of men's connection with death and conception of relig.'.'-ou;: u&as. ith



The first mastor in the ^esthetics of architecture , and the teacher of
many generations following him, was the Roman Vitruvius. It is not known
for certain when he lived, but we surmise it was in the first century B.C.
The greatest of liis followers was the Italian architect and author, Leon
Battista Albert! (d. 1472). After him cane Sebastiano Serlio (d. 1552).
Giaccno Barosai da Vignola (1507 - 1573), Andrea Palladio (15l£ - 1580} 9

the
outstanding architectural theorist and creator of a notable school of
architecture, and, finally, Vincenzo Scammozsi (d. 1616). In Franco the nost
noteworthy thinkers and creators in the art of bauAlflig wore Philibert de

l'Grae (d.
1570 J, Jean Bullant (d, 1578). Jacques Androuet du Cerceau (about

the sane period), Francois Blondel (d.1636). In England, in the ISth Century,
Colin Campbell (d.1734.) and William Adam (d. 174£) rose to fame.
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of architecture, not seoarOU^ to stelae, because itose «i the laaslta of Materia*!
develojxsoni, bat according to basic jprSsalples and original foreoa aMefc csn assaa*
the fossa that bocoae, under etiitctAe conrf&tioao, what so call stytoo*
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The first master in the aesthetics of architecture, and the teacher of
many generations following liim, was the Roman Vitruvius. It is not known
for certain when he lived, but we surmise it was in the first century B.C.
The greatest of his followers was the Italian architect and author, Leon
Battista Alberti (d. 14-72). After him came Sebastiano Serlio (d. 1552).
Giacomo Barozzi da Vigrola (3507 - 1573), Andrea Palladio (1513 - 1580), the
outstanding architectural theorist and creator of a notable school of
architecture, and, finally, Vincenzo Scammozzi (d. 1616). In Franc3 the most
noteworthy thinkers and craters in the art of building were Philibert de

1'Orme (d. 1570), Jean Bullant (d. 1578), Jacques .Androuet du Cerceau (about

the same period), Francois Blondel (d.1686). In England, in the 18th Century,

Colin Campbell (d.TOA) and William Adam (d. 174.8) rose to fame.
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there pMK the need for public bu

of nature, man came tc • dine
expioased itself in buildings diet
aesthetic perfection. The -tncraas

crafts of Various kinds, indUfltJBy,

oto. led to different kinds of bui
•flneially rich source " forcer;

Through his veneration of the forces
rship. The rise to power of rulers
for tt*dr aiae aitd stronrth and their

law, t sport,

Ml shall corse t- the imderstondlng of its nature by considering a one antithetical
basic Ideas, suen as macs and space , .very idea beeoMee clearer when it MflifSflri

1

in its pure state and is not mixed vitH other ideas, tfcss as a creative element is
realised almost perfectly in the Knyptian Pyraaldfl. v'Jhen their constructors amassed
these rytfulor gigantic heaps or piles, they left inside them only a very small cavity.
The Pyramids are almost solid bodies, nearer to the spirit of sculpture than to that
of architecture in its accepted seme, "ho rr- ~ .

pi r.c- \£m
pyrenius on the Anterican continont, (fift. 2) which soon to have beer, used as bases
for flfterlilclal altars snd astrological "stations. In India a similar type was
created. This is the Stoop* (fig* 3) (appoarine for the first tin© in the middle
of the 3rd Contrary B.C.) which is hemispherical In form and can be likened to an
evanescent \3ater-buhbla. It grows and vanishes, and is, in India, the symbol of
its contrast, eternal being* The Stoopa is devo.K' openings and internal spaces,
and contains only minute boras in i*hioh are stored relics of the Cuddha, In Indo-

china, Stoopaa assume other forms, closer to towers. Xn the island of Java, through

the efforts of many generations, the richest and most complicated form of stoopa*
was creatod. •..base represented tho :.

iost hdphly developed form of stooxja. In contract

to this cn^ogory, which contains a maximum of 'aatcrlala and a minimum of space,

let tis consider, for example, the Church of St. Sophia In Constant *.ncplo (fig. 4.)

(6th Century), and the snlendid mosques built, after this mode 1
., by the Turks after

their conquest of the ywUao Impire* Those btdldines are spacious and rich in

openings, the space being lofty and large and grcMinr; oifiBonLovJsly -'n all Jiroctions.

Po whole volume of pillars, columns and walls, on which the vaults are suspended,

is reduced to a surpris:L\.
;

Pninuo* JTere the space overpowers the nam to a striking

octant*

us to a second one throurh which we approach the questim of the method of binding.

According to It.- accepted definition, building- la the jo^nine of parts of different

materials - otone, tiles, wood, iron, concrete, {glass, etc., - into units generally

called houses. This conventional definition can also be applied to regular heaps

which are devoid of internal space, nut, in contrast to all houses, whether solid

tttlldfags or those constructed for Internal space, there is yet another class of

buildings which is not "built*' at all. These are the rooms which nan forced into

an existing BBSS of rocks. BodShists and Hindus iiewed out of the massive and vast

rocks of India deep and spacious oaves, (fig. 5) MM jvon with several floors, one

below the other. The pillars in these oaves are not pillars in the true sense,

because the whole is one solid mass, the remnant of the natural rock left after

hewing. These caves, which are in the main shaped by the hand of nan, are the

outcome of the wrestle, so to speak, between the principle of natural mass itself

and that of space created by the diminishing of existing mass. In other countries,

though to a leaser extent tl«m in India, morn or loss TfRlor caves were also hewn

ou*, or exiSuin^ Crves emargea. ine spirxu oj. iiewxng out. cm. xixit-* ±%j suuu ^*j*j*-> c--u

in built houses whore the volusse of pillars and other inte nal parts is not lor

than the free space between then* The ancient buildings of p; pt sometimes tflve as

tMs impression.
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. contains a fsaxiJ'susi of ssatori&ls and a ninimiis of space,

rj- >le, the church of St» Sophia in Constantinople (fig* A)
splendid miotics built, after this ssodel, by tho Turks after
ysaatine Efcrpiro. These buildings arc spacious and rich in

ng lofty and rgs and growing harmoniously in all directions,

i, coluaas and walls, on which ths* vaults are suspended,

lag Bdnten. Hero th» space overpowers the >nass to a striking
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In tho conti.ra\at5.on of this arc r 1 tendency, however, in which

space was victorious ovor existing mass, mass again besotion doninnxit. In South-
ern India, (fie 6) for example, a eories of channels was made out of the body
of tho rook and froe spaces wore creatod around tho solid moss, which beoaue
isolated and continued to exist in its plastic form. This solid mass was shaped
by ntono-howors, masons and sculptors into tho fom of houses* The outside
surface of tlw> houses was embellished v/ith an ttbundanoe of sculptures and reliefs,
and tho workers :oiiotr itod into the "houses*" and create roams. Cutside India,
e.g. in tho vicinity of Jerusalem, this principle of monol3.thic buildings is
realized to a more limited extent.

How that we have considered those i^ionoraena, which considerably enlarge
tho accepted 'daa of arcbltectoro, we shall deal with the idea of architecture
in its more restricted sense, an** in the first Instance with it3 methods. Here
again wo are fneed with the .principle of mass, but in another sense, In the sense
of the visual appearance of the building. When they are built with solid walls,
buildings roe toe the oetloal illusion of masses, i.e. of closed solids ; this
illusion remains swan after it is lightened, or even abolished, by the Introduction
of opening r '-'

uis or aostlietic animation such as projections and
indentations. i'liis .rinciple is followed in the majority of buildings, from
ainclont eso.iotamia Is the ^cmanosoue churches of Western and Central Europe*
The main body of the ".csjan Pantheon, (fig. 7's or tho Palace of "trozad (early

.raissancc roriodK -'.re classic oxarreles of this "kind of creation. Very many

•Jr

and with descending movements

Ghinose Itouse are columns which support the entablature and the roof. The walls
are nothing but partitions which enclose the interior. In Ancient Greece (fig. 9)
these partitions t;ero Inside the columns, and in the far Bast (fig. 10}
they had no particular position, sometimes cutside the columns, sometiraes behind

itt or hot"?eon then. The most daring and ingenious example of differential
construction is, without doubt, the Gothic one* Entire bundles of columns rise

Insid© the building (fig. IX) and their capitals do not interrupt the soaring
notion, but act as a kind of springboard ;rojectlnr the motion into the ribs of

the vaults. i'he segments which are spared across tho ribs are mainly "fillers",

just as are the walls between the supporting parts, tills renders possible a
great freedos in the creation of openings, windows and doors, of a slse hitherto
unknown, <\part from the system of internal pillars, there is a second system

of external elites called Waitresses (fig, 12), which run alongside the aisles

the whole length of the building, 4lxwe trie side aisles flying buttresses project

its vault onto the extern il vertical buttresses.

This system of construction nocessar* 1.." loads m to ^esthetic categories
• .roper. These are primarily based on the properties of the materials used. Lot

m recall the l^bylonian and Assyrian buildings (fig. 13) in which tho volume

of the walls someti es exceeds the siae of the room. "Ids strange thickness of

tho walls is the logical outcome of the use of inferior Tutorials, wnlle tho

rich onarries of the country of the Kile gave to Egyptian architecture splendid

possibilities for enduring works, the r t rial-: > n :.r. -'-1c o->-u:iries aroimd
'

' a a. 1: •
I:-., aria ttfM ii^ris wore in the main clay or lime), which, even when

ransed, is unable to resist the force of rain water for a lone time. A certain

aeaaure of preservation was afforded b;; «<r-dried bricks. of or bricks were

obtained by firing and additional strength was ^iven to the surface by glasing*
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> In tlx* oant±n«at!«i of thla arotdtaataval tendency, heiawar, in ahloh
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am India, (Ho* 6) flor execute, a sarioa of oh*anojUi «W Wflt •* «• »»4r
of th& rook ma s*©a a^mm a**a oaaatod around tfc» mM& aaaa* *hia* n*enr®
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by atono-boaoro, tooum a»4 oouJpfeora into tha fe*» of honoeo, ?ha mnde
aurlafto of tt» fcenaoa ua» ©nl©lHohnd an abundaaoa of soolptoww and reliefs,

: onetrrstod into tlia "tKsiocHr and mooted re«ao# Outside India*

e«&» **» viettotey of JeruaaJoa, tola principle of iiiaeoltiM a) laatldtage its

rekUaed to a nsao liifi&ted eafaxnt.
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tho accepted 14a* of arofdteetaro, *eM (feat **th the idea of arcMtooteo
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Though uiiirrtxmtional at first, those technical methods loci, to aesthetic improvements.
Glaiinc combined with coloring led to variety nnd wteiJObmal and to the decoration
of" the outside with ornaments and figures, "he surface of the walls was also
brokm up by projecting and receding parts. Conditions such as these gave rise
to "facades" - not only !eaop0tarda * and they explain the existence of the facade
in general, i.e. the embellished face of the house* Only when the notorial
itself is inferior does a technical and aostliotid covering and overlaying become
necessary,

or the facade is, in itself and according to its
j
roper raiture, a

thing untrue, even artificial, or fictitious. Only in the roost highly developed
architecture was the facade also able to become a faithful expression of the
interior organisation of tho liouso and Its structuxo . When, however, the material
is superior by nature, the need for canouflage does not arise. It will bo revealed
unadorned, and its appearance alone, In all its naivety, will have artistic value.

The Greek house 13 a good example mm of the qualities resulting from the use of
superior aterials. In modern architecture, or at least in its early stagec, an
apfxrociation of the correct use

,

of satoriajLa was bom anew. The first pioneers
in this venture, who wished to do justice to materials, disapproved of imitation,

as in reproducing in metal the forms characteristic of wood, or coloilng sheets

of tin to give the impression of marble, ©very material has its own innate property

of form, and the raocfelin; or one rnaterlal according to the properties Of another
constitutes a falsification. In modem ca^hitoefww the prevailing tendency is

to exhibit and emphasise the nature of steel, concrete, glass, etc. This emphasis
became a rich source of beauty,

'or thr- attainment of beauty in architecture, two other courses were
followed. One employs a variety of acMltjion̂ and trimming, and in extreme

instances the influence of the decorative crafts* painting and sculpture is

evident. Such buildings are arranged as if their main intention was to impress

the eye in the manner of painting. In some styles of Islamic architect-Lire (fig, H)
houses were built with the clear intention of appearing like pictures, rxirthermore,

the abundance of adornment sometimes conceals the body of the house and distracts

attention from it. Ornamentation rich in taste and imagination frequently

increased at the expense of pure architecture. At tines trimming prevailed also

in the Russian art of building, particularly during the periods when tho Church

flourished. In the Cathedral of Basil in 'tosoow, for instance, the load of

8 envelops most of the building, and almost hides it from tho eye. Theornrjii"

towers or cupolas, in their weird multiplicity, no longer serve any use of purpose,
nnA ava tVt«^tv> fiw -»-v,« rmVo of tlio niotoriftl im-

'3ro sellon onlv The desire for

pictorial and sculptural expression assumed its most biaarre forms in uropean

architecture (particularly in Italy, Spain and (Germany) in the '- nro<;ue period,

(fig, 15) about 15150-1750, The use of straight lines, which are the decisive

features of pure architeetm-e, is restricted in churches and palaces in this 3t; lo.

Curves and a reckless swaying and sea of fantastic projections strangle the

functeiuental body of the building. Lot us again recall the classic or-;.-t?ons of

Greece, from this viewpoint as well. A simple construction is characteristic of

tho Greek art of building, and it is this simplicity which gives the impression of

noble perfection. Cogether with the effects of the material proper, this form of

architecture is distinguished by well-conceived proportions based on comprehensive

end logical mathematical calculations. The relations between tho overall lioight

and breadth, between the whole and the parts, and ^ et^oen the parts themselves,

arc mrcclsoly planned and lead to tho perfect harmony which so pleases the eye

and exalts the spirit, Numerous houses in China ore also distinguished by this

tranquil alaplicity. The adornments found in both those countries are not
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' rvrT\{fljt **» boss ass, ?he first pioneers
fcis vests**. *ho wlahoe to <3n 'rut-ioa to natorimla. dlssa^ovo^ of Saltation,

i^roparij

followed. 0
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«tdtrary'adtUtiona# In the spirit of pure architecture thoyreatftt fran tho

typo of material used and from structural principles. In modem architecture

the idea of inching aesthetic perfection by proper roclproe

all tho measurements of a houso, has lone been accepted, but

in a snail degree only. Just as a petty error or slight nee

tho general iajsroosion, so an architectural creation, even a

ono, ivos us deap satisfaction when it Is oistingiiished by

reciprocity in its measurementa. From this is derived the p

Given us by tho exterior and Interior of a house which may b

composition of elementary geaaetxical bouies.

ions between
c boen effected
once can endanger
mplo and modest
ical and systematic

visual and poycholo
buildings* Tho ej

al
e which

o 1 i-'vo anready made a
offoot of lines or directions in

has 3m been poptfSaf is the Gothic style with its predaainantly upswept lines.

W» shall not consider hero the origin of this verticalism. 'e obeli examine

this *^}»no»enon onlv from the point of view of tins effect upon the spectator!

ffco system of pillars, joined together in pointed arches at a great height,

tends to exalt, to lift the mind from the material world and awakon the spiritual

side. One of the Indian stylos is, in certain aspects, closa to the Gothic.

This too la full of movement, and in it ono direction prevails according to which

all the liner: nrc arruWfOi, The distirKJtive^prJjiciple in these *^k^J ff^^L^'
however, is the horiaontal tendency

stone are superposed upon each other horizontally? &rm the towers rise up

to their sttsaits only by the' piling up of horizontal layers to the required teight.

Tie European baroque stvle, despite its irregularity and unrestrained movement,

shows also certain dominant principles of movement, such as the diagonal. Just

as tho vertical lino elevates, and" the multiplied horiaontal line moves the

spirit and sends it

arouses in him feel

movement, which is

O «3i CUj !UUfJ-VlU3 .

architecture, ITie

adds to the dynamic

features of these s

forces, action, c£n

this, the r;r:yptiah

existence, statics

be

_JL line excites the spectator and

rS enthusiasm, or even of ecstasy. A similar factor of

03br important, is that of length, when it dominates the

j direction is oorticularly noticeable in English

saent of the spectator himself in these mighty buildings

oceeion created by their groat length. The common

>s are therefore,* an expression of movement, a play of

53 o <*orm ap caching organic life. In opposition to

for example, oppresses the quiescent farm, eternal

•?nor <anic being, fo some extent any horizontal line may

- 4n •
• n G the sir-tic et :U *e act abolished by tho

smltipHcation of horiaontal lines.
~ m its function as the base of an obtuse*-

iy - d.'C XdVG fe .tUTC Of I'lti

.

In contrast to the group of
ssos
al

angled isosceles

d^ike
C
st5lest the QaN&Te^g* is not dominated by one line which i

or abolishes ether forming forces, but both "
..
a < -

'

'

forces arc I

final result
toanquility,
impressions
and we can c

and line
was p

. c;" j ps is partly also the diagonal; and only the

movements is s be of quiescence, an expression

repose, e have no clear idea of the aesthetic

Zi.. ^soaotamian architecture in its original state,

at the composition of horizontal and vertical strips

a (-jf* striving for austerity and 3oXomnity. This

, > .. c c"' olomon'c --pie, ..' >out ;hich vjc have

rfblicsl sources, bat without any knowledge of its

general form. 1% appearance was, without c.o .

i^tiressioa on axx wrto sn"

c r.'av© the a

of all kinds of arches (fig. 17);

or similar shapes, the most perfte*

amouT, was at all times tho psychological effect

feoalsphores
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is, 'In certain aspects, eioso tie taw

sney (fig* 16). The houses arc bu£M>

pit© its lWBgulaxlty and tmrestxaln

to, so the c&a^enal line ©ascites the

en is particularly noticeable in Jng

;.csn T/o^cnt, a play of

bent 'any fcoriaon

13

ofore, an sagaresa:

?. ^ roaohxn$;
* or^anxi

ample, expresses '

•id inoirnn-lc being* •"."c sone ex

static - In so far as the static s

tsoriaontal lines. In its tactic
triangle, tho hcariaontal lino ;

of all periods of its revival, Ite

ho uroak stylo li not AHPHMI 19

,r fornrino fcress, but both the hor

;oi* effective , -a '.a partly also '-
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arbitrary a&i'tionn* In the spirit of pern architecture they**>ault fron tho
type of raatorial used and fron structural . riaoiploe* In nodeva arahitodairo
the idea of roacrfdj>L: aootrsotic peri>»oti<*) by proper rocipa'oecjl relation* between
all tho non^tacuEJontc of a house, has long bw aoo©:>tod# but has haen nffocted
In a cnnll docrroo only. Just as a patty mar or elicit neftl%enc© can endanger

tha jonaral lmmiilWi so an nrchiteetu.r 1 creation, avon tXsqflm and nodest

Clvao us deop satisfaction whan it la <H*tin0aicJx>a by lo&ieal. and «ystooatj

Lty In its oaaaawmta, 'roci tWn in <ior3ved tho

gUaii ue the extorior and Interior of a home which nay be only a cone or a
eenponitian flf olenGUiEt*f>ry .^oor^ctr •<*

:
• on

.

.a have airoa<^ node corae Mention of tho visual and peyoholoelofll

affect at j^flM ^ cttreotiona in the amavanaa of buildings* The sxsnple which

hen la\ boon poiwlar is tho C-othle stjle with its pfn&ntfnanUy upswept lines,

H% shall not aonsidar laere tho origin of this vertiealisn. "e shall oxsr&ne
V '

:•
. of '

: - " ' ?.t ih Oisectatcrj

•'She oyeten of pillars, joined together in pointed arches at a grot hei£a\
tends to exalt, to lift the Hind tsm tJ» material world end anafcars the 8-.4ri.tual

aide* Qno of the Indian stylos is, In certain ^sect:-, close to the cotMo.
this too is frU of laimmgnt, caul in it ono directior; jrov^lp or to ??&ch

all the lines are uw'aynV tha distinct*?* principle la tfcae© Indian sanatoria?

taMrj is the boriaental tendency (fig, 16). tho houses are biilt of Invars of

tens Mi arc superposed upon each other hc^m&ally; >,wm the testers rise up
to their ananfts otoly to the piling an hcriaontal ^ayere to the rocMdred heign

sd snacks it to tha jppnotc', so zs& uia^o- : u. iw-. cc-.c:itcs

» which is n^untly iapflrtant, is that of length, when it

or abolishes ether £enK$n£ lorcos,

and rar-OBOw hews no 4

pc

ao my
ths

ne is • sfceisiwe fnatnre of C*

oitesst to t£» group

sMnantai and the vertical

fereoo oro together effective, as rls partly also the dSeenoel-f and enly the

final result of all these now«ents is a state of qpZammm, m eassapession of

iMHRB Si -

}

t.?i original e^n%0|

^>.d o**n csily faiagtne ^at the c= • ^. nit'ion or aariaontal and vertieal s^ipa
and linen mm the isxroslon of a tk&rixe for anatarity and soloeni^. T^m

inf^riastian fian hthl^aaX source?;, lot without any kaowla^e of its

fom. c:.r.--cc. • • :\
;

cr. ;mt snd nada a deep

:

„ ban an all who e&w it. • i liheration of e^:ri .^^^^^tl^c ot'xsIk,

of all kin^s of arches {t%&* Vfi 4 ™s is true of ct^oJUis Udlt in
" '.ir.!'

:^i'iss3eeu The nana parcae* anaapann cl. rocssa,
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STiSL^SSh lA; ^«*tiC parfaatton Jr;«i*r w^J"***
til themw^^ of a *o«aof baa *ee» MIMlii, ^^Tir^t
|« aaeXl &g*«e oaly« Jteat a* e petty ewer car »15i*t ^ti^aac ean aa&acpr

the I niMirnl isssmsmlmi* so w erehitoetrx-1 crayon, atoplj ^ 'xweot

^LSSSy a*sewa»a*e. this li ***** tHe :>War*

351??^ the a*tetos< ^ tofeortor of * houaa *rhldh nay bo aaly • «*• or a

aaajaimiii «f iTSntwy iHM^MMI fewitoe,

^if^ai^a^^^T^^lS of via* of to effteet^ tfe* apeatoferi

tSLtoto mitt t* lift the «toa ftrm the. mterlal *arXd^ ^ .f£
r: ^

rhto too is Mil of MWtWttfc, sad in 3t on® «toee!,i<» (Wg «f
inttTltoM are arrsREad. Stoe 4tottoct*w ^rlaolxA* 5a thaw gglan aejaafearlae,

jTi^i^S&tr^^ <««. U)Vrfm Sgm mm or layara ef

tctLir malts to t!*> pilia.; *f> of fcartoMital Ta^era to t**o *wstirau 'x^ha.

shoe* alia aaftoSit iaataat prlneii^a *gg*J ^ f ^w,
aatfca SSS UHt alawrtee* a&A the MiltijOtod, hertaeBtel H» awi gj

SnM to Mb fiaaliaea ^ wttoiuB, ^ mm tf«fat»7.
' f

wMah la atnally Imsert^i. .is that "»^nt » P*»f^ :-^ ^

fil^^kSTrSSed. far *mmU, &rwem>e tha cf^wt ^toamal

^fi^ "^fufia ^lacrraato being. ^ a» extantm ^rtrnmUt 3toe my

o? J«rla»ital ltot». 1» ita tosttoa aa tjo bwa a-.

a«HtaaterT^ ^ S pJrtoda its wr!wii- p c^^mat ta ^,*L^7^, tb« 0«aC aVla to not ^ ^ 1.:.. ^^f3

or s-?W^^ otlwr forator ^«t«iaf l«t^ «foa ^
foroo, ^ v,^hor arfaat^m, ^ partly

o-

•u, yg^-aaS ^Irw tho row;r^l a»ratir^i«a of alo^oato -.v^t J ^ a/a

so ^"tofora^lflo fVoo Mbi^a ooaarao^, ^thwt iw ^srU vo of Its

of all >.tote of avehaa (fir,. 17)| tJda to Jr- ^ ^ -B



H encv fao 1 !/^.

r\<mmm§ tae aapliatlo relae* .iiacueaed eo : only the

of the aadldiRf ltwOf and its amtv&rct. Tba relation which exiete
awwiftdla..- 5 a not the ^east cm »it«al of theee

2!lV*
B
*Sr?5lSM

l

t« ?tiTa- ~tural "«urtt^rk;iftja aTt-hnt ^ contam to then a

perfastly as poeeiblo and grow eat of tbea. laaen* oatrteroaeate follow n*tMr*,

the building aeeanlitt fil lines of the lata ahish is la tarn iteolf reflected

la the houee. hia raUtionahip can ba plained by a eeneeptios of the eaSa*

Banana to all tba relieioue and iMleeephieal eebeele of China, ccerdti^ to
•

- y: wMm 9
-niTei o *c the rwdci, ^ 'tt*sher - ^ the standard. Tin

: v-- .eiars '
2- --*trs»

f
art* i-: an. " , * 'a cat; :!- ' 'r.: t.,"

three claanntary fossae, depend* shelly or tba other taw* km he adayte hJaeelf

aose and am to attaw, to its eyelee and pertoda, and asdals Ha i.if* on that

of the universe, so ha aofdoYoo ami perfeetton and happiness, la a Maese or

building, therefore, the tendenc;- aeonr. to bo to swrge into the Xwtom*
ban to riao above it. *%auBHiiliillty* - tba atrfcria* - i.tr-«

as sad the expression of night and ^duranae - la foreign to areMtaotwro

of the Far Seat. Thaara are no gigantic bnllattags, oal? le^Pa* sad aystemtie
nultdplieities of houses of aooaat tommUm* the adajrtdag of Hat house ta
nature tea net alto^ther depend on the taste af the IndMtal crohitoet, bat

la an aft-oia r clonal systea (sailed or tha ohtanae "ataa* a*4 n*tat«) aMa%
ro«;ulatse this adaptation in all ita details* "Taj 4-9iaaS|0i contrary to that

prevailing in Mm la wore eldeljr threads*** the awlaV eatanaa it la

la kaaplng «ith.laaaam nataxa, aaaaatalty in Ha» mm of Oaaiaaatsla. nds
rathor noro ^aataaa avl»al»Xa aaiaas torn tu josfro to aeae the buiidiag

Ma aurrouiKiiaga, Us© feesaia, ao to sneak, t^rlaaae to afsaw^aaaai-a^t, H at

rialbla at a great Eatanaa, to aland oat ana aahena tao aaata ajaajaaa it.

aaatloo (fis* 1^) taiHt in Sarcpa Sa ike Mddl^ -^r^ rwetiy bold*
-

.

-,r ., !r% ~ .. r- liaj fel Wa -:,.tvr;ry> f^OTOT, OBN»t$M

and ajaaaaa ihaS* aweanda?v-, ^ thia doaination aa aafaJy

<Sr/eloj?e4 aa

tJ» 17th C«
s^jSt© aftaaaa a^wWl

ma fera of aroMtoct^re al^o ^r«it;? the t-vln • into fjoemmt of

a«tetS^ ^'tiona ^; tbr. v.f.^: -V 1 ^m-.^ 9
' V rm<m of n aora or lorn

senaitiyo laaatlon ta the einrroandiiige* Wdt^tw ittllg illitlWI MMi
shan It pwsmiSs on the landaasaa not only by p?o*.c-rt m fanfaa^t ea, but ^

' aha^ng of tl» aamanalaga* la^ine ^ s^r^ the

h ^i>—
* -trfar taa bail«Hns ltaolff thia principle is

parfaetaaV the Taj Hahal aaaaalaaa (tt&J®) 9 whfati aaa built in

ry near Agra in India b one of the Healai I'ss&rcs™, Co*- hi» wife

I a prmt«re-l:r ^-.rjf a©^ # is a vicicn in wbito ?sarbl^ f tin*

• is $m*W*Wm ^»<aa*l ^rdaae-'
9 la thia ajaMtaVlMRaa

atTMas «Wf aaadaation over r^.trxo, lot aa s*r.in up the Iden

its*' and Ita attaniag, 2t aaa ^e tendency ^ teortalia© mlara

2) ft aaaaaatiaa atth ma ^st^-deoe, let aa aaaadoa

la ^aasaflral anaV in narUaular, three cf ita aaln ats

is aaaaantxatad aatare, rafleatiag ita rich m*Uto in adaaa^aaaf the Persian

garden la iavtSte? raaarad froa^ aatnral^atata of ^l%(daea»e aga
!t| the ;^aaaa aafaaak r^rt-ieularly ainea the eardaaa of yovaaillaat i

into the laasaeapa artificial ferna, foreign ta aaturaf yet the result la

••oar* . to - «-^aa t*ii leto It- tare^st^
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onolasanoo architecture rrcko in w aUoh fesllngs.

"oftsvsr, the aesthetic valrwe • 'discussed so fhr entrees only the
{©atures of tho bull din; <toelf und its aj^ranoe. :h© relation which exists
between tho bulldine and its ffjrroun^lti-y is not the Tenet esnentinl of these
values. In ftoMBssisrn buildings (fig, for instanco, in bcth single houses

in s*ou;xj of houses or tfhole arohiteetiirul congrtsMSS, there is • tendency to
adapt the building to its natural surrounding co thr.t it say confer* to then a
.orfoctly as possible and r«ut cf than. Ihwan aefsisvoi»snts folio* nature,
th© building assuning the linos of the landscape thich is in turn itself reflected
in tho house* ?his relationship can be e^xTjiined by a conception of the universe
comon to all the religious and philosophical schools of China. According to
this concoction* the UMmsss is tho nodal » the teacher tho standard* The
"throe reswore" «r© ^©avon, larth and :

ran« i%n, *bc is only the third of these
throe oloRontary forces, depends wholly en the other Ssa. As he adapt* Massif
acre and mere to nature, to its ©?el©s and periods, and asOnle his life on that
of the universe, so ba achieves rami perfection and Tiop^daass. £B a Ghiness or
Japanese building, therefore, the tendency soeae tc be to rserse into the landscape
rather than to rise above it. ,HllBBSewtalit5r , * the striving aftar larae
dlrjonslons and the tssepreesisn of *&£!rt and endHSSBSs * is foreign to architecture
of the lis Mtffc fiMM Mt no gismtie bdldlagrs, only ro^ol,* and syste^tle
nultiniici ties of houses cf wadset dtsisnslans. ih» acfo-ytint* cf tJia Ijcuss to
nature docs not altoigcthcr i£sjsjsji on the taste 90 indivl^jaX ardhitest, but
is an ago^oicl traditional systor (sjffls^ by the Chinese ntfinde and water^) ^hloh
rogtOxites this adspmtion in stl its cwtaila, Th© pnnoi|>lo ecr.tmry to ti^t
prevalUnc in ohiaa is core ^l^loly ^paKJad throughout the world, i ocatise It Is
raoro in l^eping with tmrnm nature, oupoc5>ally in tho case of Occi^atala. This
rather raoro -Jcstdm jirincipl- nrlsor. free* tho desire to nabs the tmildlag iteednat©

its stcrroundlngsa m$ house, oo to spaak, stows Is Sfptsr ircaanent, tc be
visible at a graat^ diataitce, tc stand mtt CMl subclie tho world around it. The

castles (fig. 19) ^Mch wo ?*illt in '^rope in the mddla Ages aero mostly bold,

fr&s and i^elai^ in ^sswjt, TtM are slso in tMs c^togory, however, croatlcns

of friendly a,.j^ranoo. The sain fea'JJr© of tboso buildings is tbst they desdnste
njvl miVidac their surre»:ndinrs. a cannot dtsslss tMs Hasina*lea as sartfr

This fern of architecture also pors&ts «3e taking into account of

satiating conditions and the nature of the landscape, by sieans of a sore or less

Sflttltivo roaction to the surroundingo. iPlMtHNM attains creative domination

*hen :lt pKrvails on the landscape not only by prodscing en isissesri on, but by
actual UNI mi sJia^int of the sirproundlngs. By laying ©«t gorUens ssrotSid the

bunding, v.hich i^upare tho spoct-stor for the building itself, ttds principle is
dsrraleped perfected. The ?a4 ^ahal iaai«joleuBJ itii^O), t?hioh vza built in

the 17th Oentey asar Agra in India b one of the ^oclsw ^aperok^, fur his wife
v?ho had Oied at a pHMy ai^rly afe* is a vision in white marble, and ths
surrounding Mtap is traRsforsKJd &ito on© vast eirctsa2 ', H this arohltsstura

category - the striving for toins.tion over nature, let iss again takn up tb© icba

of *iionumsmtality
ii and its ateanlng. It was the tendency to ianertalise rulers

2) In connection with this smsterpisoe,

in ^oeral and, in pextieular, thra© cf its siain

is conccntmted mturo, reflecting its rich variety in siniatursf tl» Persian

m-i Is further roawrsd freis the natas?al stats of tiJ© l^dscan© a^d
the breach garden, pertSsularJy sine© the cartas of Versailles, introdW
the lan^cnp© artificial fcaras, foreign to nature, ^©t the result Is

m*perb da© to tN? v~st ?s»oa»* of i^&lu^ frk into it© ©re&tiSB*
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' onalssanco architecture evoke in us such feelings,

T 'owever, the aesthetic v^.Itos discussed so fox embrace only the
features of tho building itself and its appearance. The relation which exists
between the building and its guriynpilnp g is not the Toast M»entU3 of those
values. In Par- AStorn buildings (fig, 1C), for Instance, in both single houses
rind in groups of bouses or whole architectural complex©o, there is a tendency to
adapt the building to ita natural sinrooundings so that it may conform to then a
jerfectly as :*>S3ible and grow out of them* Hunan achievements follow nature,
the 1»ildlo£ assuming tho linos of the landscape which Is in turn itself refloated
in the bouse* This relationship can be explained by a conception of tho universe
corsson to all the religious and philosophical sehools ef China* According to
this conception, the Universe is the model, the teacher a_d the standard. The
"throe MMm* are Heaven, Oarth and 'an, 'can, who is only the third of these
throe elementary forces, depends wholly on the other two. As he adapts himself
aero and. more to naturo, to its cpoles and periods, and models Ids life on that
of the universe, so ho achieves moral perfection and happiness. In a Chinese or
Japanese building, therefca
rather than to rise above 1

dimensions and the express^
of the Far East. There MM
multiplied ties of houses oi
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Bindings. ho house, SB to speak, strives to appear prominent, to be
it a great distance, to stand out and subdue the world around it. The
fig. 19) which were built in Europe in the I&ddLo Ages were mostly bold,
•unyielding In aspect. There arc also in this category, however, creation*
ily appearance . The main feature of these buildings Is that they dominate
io their pll lUHimlUli i © cannot dismiss this doaination as purely

existing condit:

sensitive react:
T/hen It prevail;

actual use and ;

building, which
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the 17th Contur;

who bad died at
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of

lis form of architecture also perrrlt:?. tho taking into account of
one and the nature of the landscape, by means ef a more or leas
.on to the surroundings, /architecture attains creative domination
s on the landscape not only by producing an imprest on, but by
shaping of the surroundings. By laying out gardens around the

prepare the spectator for the building itself, this principle is
>rfacted. Tho Taj Fahal mausoleum (fig.20) , which was built in

f near Agra In India tog one of the I bslem liapcrors, for his wife
a prematurely early age, is a vision in white marble, and the

Iseape is transformed into one vast garden^ )
# in this architectural

rtrlviny for domination over nature, let us again take up the Idea

iy" and its meaning. It was the tendency to immortal Lse rulers

2) In 'connection &ith this riast&rpieee, let us montr on

in general ana, in ..articular, three ef Its main styles.

Itf the French ©asPden, particularly since the Gardens of

into the landscape artificial ferns, foreign to nature,
. -.arb due to the v»gi sssrGUiit e£ ftlarari.iW »ut into its <

IB Chinese garden
Laturej the Persian
alacape and
;'rsallies, introduces
5 the result is
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and ruling social groups which originally led to the creation of solemn and

entering aretetectrrol forms, which evoked in tho onlooker feeling of his

smallntM. With tho best types of monumental building, however, ho is not loft

with a feeling 01' abandonment, but is finally uplifted. The fatness radiating

from these buildings awakens in him a feeling of owe and reverence. He will indeed

feel sraaller, so to 3peak, and bow his head, but together with this feeling of

reveronee, and in spite of it, lie will experience a deep and unique feeling: of

happiness. This psychological reaction could perhaps bo explained as a kind of

sharing in the creation.

The majority of aroliitectural constructions were created anonymously,

SSost of the creators therefor© worked for the love of the work itself and dedicated

their lives to it. But still more worthy of our actairation are whole generations

who sacrificed themselves to these creations, knowing: that they had no hope of

seeing their labour completed or enjoying its fruits. This heoiam can be under-

stood only b; the force of great idsus which inspired these generations to the

point of self-sacrifice. SsS* is a moral lesson which architecture teaches.
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and ruling social groups which originally led to *ho creation of scloran and
enduring architectural forno, which evoked in tho onlooker a feeling of hia
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tost of the era-tors therefore worked for tho love of the ml itself and dedicated
their lives to it. Dtrt still ?w» worthy of our admiration ere whole- generations
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What is Architecture:

u

Since its inception, architecture has occupied a focal position

in the study of aesthetics; in particular, architects have advanced

theories on architecture in general, and on its nature. But

all these outstanding authors, and those who

1) The first master in the aesthetics of architecture, and the

teacher of many generations following him, was the Roman Vitruvius. ,

It is not known for certain when he lived, but we surmise it was m
the first century B.C.. The greatest of his followers was the

Italian architect and author, Leon Battista Alberti (d.1472;. After

him came Sebastiano Serlio (d. 1552), Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola

(1507 - 1573), Andrea Palladio (1518 - 1580), the outstanding

architectural theorist and creator of a notable school of architecture,

and, finally, Vincenzo Scammozzi (d. 1616). In France the most

noteworthy thinkers and creators in the art of building were Philibert

de I'Orme (d. 1570), Jean Bullant (d. 1578), Jacques Androuet du

Gerceau (about the same period), Franqois Blondel (d.1686;. In

England, in the 18th Century, Colin Campbell (d.1734) and William

Adam (d. 1748) rose to fame.

followed them, were Europeans. Ifi-apite of the depth of--fciredrr

wri-ti^g^-4^-geemed tfeat ^hey were not acquainted with the

architecture which existed outside their civilization. All their

ideas, and the laws which they formulated, were therefore based on

too limited empirical foundations. In the light of the latest

scientific achievements, it becomes clear that they did not reach

the generality and objectivity at which they had aimed, and which

are justified only by universal applicability. Let us -try to

understand the fundamentals of architecture, not according to styles,

because these are the results of historical development, but according

to basic principles and original forces which can assume the forms

that become, under suitable conditions, what we call styles.

The roots of architecture lie in the material world, in the

practical world of man and society, while the summit stretches

upwards, into the world of spirit and beauty.

The dwellings of primeval man were, it seems, caves and places

with improvised natural cover. The magnificent paintings in the

caves, preserved from the Early Stone Age, indicate that wild men

dwelt in them. ~r.3h^.
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They hunted for their food and waged a ceaseless aggressive and

defensive war against the wild animals. The brutal conditions

under which the/ lived forced them to develop a keen sense of

observation of their surroundings and an almost infallible sense

of perception, which expressed itself in the form of these wall

paintings, the very earliest known. However, whatever has remained

of early man's proper building is a survival only of the Neolithic

Age. In this age men organised themselves into groups, larger than

families, and the centre of growth of their economy shifted from

hunting to the tilling of the land and the raising of cattle.

These new conditions blunted their faculty of quick observation

and strengthened in them different aspects of artistic skill.

In the course of his observing the revolutions of the sun, the moon

and the stars, and their cycles according to the seasons of the

year, there is awakened in the peasant the feeling for law and order,

the feeling for, and the appreciation of, rhythm. The man of the

New Stone Age was less skilled in his attempts to imitate nature

and to depict the phenomena of the living world. But at the same

time he learned to express by other means his innermost thoughts and

his conception of the universe, and his impressions of A surroundings

and his daily life. The means of his artistic expression are

patterns symbolizing his impressions and thoughts, signs drawn in

regular and recurring form - ornaments. In that period only, man

became capable of building. The remains of buildings of Neolithic

Man show a surprising similarity to the buildings of some contem-

porary wild tribes. This analogy supplements our knowledge of

pre-historic buildings. Both in Neolithic building and in that of

contemporary savage tribes corresponding to this evolutionary stage,

there are houses built on piles^ (fig. l), standing both in water and

on dry land; both types were for defence against wild beasts and the

enemies of man. From the common features of the pre-historic

buildings and the buildings of primitive tribes, we may conclude that

the primary purpose of architecture is, in general, that of shelter

and defence. To this basic aim of architecture there were added,

in the course of the evolution of human needs, many other aims.

Besides houses built for the living, tombs were built in the

Neolithic Age, and they testified to the early realization of man's

connection with death and conception of religious ideas. With the
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growth of the social group from the first cell, the family, to larger

groups, there arose the need for public buildings. Through his

veneration of the forces of nature, man came to build houses of

worship. The rise to power of rulers expressed itself in buildings

distinguished for their size and strength and their aesthetic

perfection. The increasing demands of developing human civiliz^ion^-

crafts of various kinds, indust^^oom^r^ce^and l^^transport

,

entertainment, sport, etc / /%eT^Ions , as they developed, became

especially rich sources of forces creating architecture.

The purpose of architecture, however, does not yet define its

nature . We shall come to the understanding of its nature by

considering some antithetical basic ideas, such as mass and space .

Every idea becomes clearer when it appears in its pure state and is

not mixed with other ideas. Mass as a creative element is realized

almost perfectly in the Egyptian Pyramids. When their constructors

amassed these regular gigantic heaps or piles, they left inside them

only a very small cavity. The Pyramids are almost solid bodies, nearer

to the spirit of sculpture than to that of architecture in its accepted

sense. The same applies also to pre-Columbian pyramids on the American

continent, (fig. 2) which seem to have been used as bases for sacrificial

altars and astrological stations. In India a similar type was created.

This is the Stoopa (fig. 3) (appearing for the first time in the middle

of the 3rd Century B.C.) which is hemispherical in form and caM.be

likened to an evanescent water-bubble. It gro?;s and vanishes, and is,

in India, the symbol of its contrast, eternal being. The Stoopa is

devoid of openings and internal spaces, and contains only minute boxes

in which are stored relics of the Buddha. In Indo-China, Stoopas

assume other forms, closer to towers. In the island of Java, through

the efforts of many generations, the richest"and most complicated form

of stoopas was created. These represented the most highly developed

form of stoopa. In contraet to this category, which contains a

maximum of material and a minimum of space, let us consider, for example,

the Church of St. Sophia in Constantinople (^fig. 4) (6th Century), and

the splendid mosques built, after this model, by the Turks after their

conquest of the Byzantine Empire. These buildings are spacious and rich

in openings, the space being lofty and large and growing harmoniously

in all directions. The whole volume of pillars, columns and walls, on

./.
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which the vaults are suspended, is reduced to a surprising minimum.

Here the space overpowers the mass to a striking extent.

This first antithesis, mass and space, which we have considered,

leads us to a second one through which we approach the question of the

method of building. According to its accepted definition, building

is the joining of parts of different materials - stone, tiles, wood,

iron, concrete, glass, etc., - into units generally called houses.

This conventional definition can also be applied to regular heaps

which are devoid of internal space. But, in contrast to all houses,

whether solid buildings or those constructed for internal space,

there is yet another class of buildings which is not "built" at all.

These are the rooms which man forced into an existing mass of rocks.

Buddhists and Hindus hewed out of the massive and vast rocks of India

deep and spacious caves,, (fig. 5) some even with several floors, one

below the other. The pillars in these caves are not pillars in the

true sense, because the whole is one solid mass, the remnant of the

natural rock left after hewing. These caves, which are in the main

shaped by the hand of man, are the outcome of the wrestle, so to speak,

between the principle of natural mass itself and that of space created

by the diminishing of existing mass. In other countries, though to

a lesser extent^ than in India, more or less regular caves were also

hewn out, or existing caves enlarged. The spirit of hewing out of

rock is also sensed in built houses where the volume of pillars and

other internal parts is not less than the free space between them.

The ancient buildings of Egypt sometimes give us this impression.

^^j^ln the continuation of this architectural tendency, however, in which
space was victorious over existing mass, mass again becomes dominant.
In Southern India, (fig. 6) for example, a series of channels was made

out of the body of iha rock and free spaces were created around the

solid mass, which became isolated an^ continued to exist in its plastic
form. This solid mass was shaped by stone-havers , masons and sculptors
into the form of houses. The outside surface of the houses was
embellished with an abundance of sculptures and reliefs, and the

workers penetrated into the "houses" and created rooms. Outside India,
e.g. in the vicinity of Jerusalem, this principle of monolithic



buildings is realized to a more limited extent

Now that we have considered these phenomena, which considerably

enlarge the accepted idea of architecture, we shall deal with the

idea of architecture in its more restricted sense, and in the first

instance with its methods. Here again we are faced with the

principle of mass, but in another sense, in the sense of the visual

appearance of the building. When they are built with solid walls,

buildings produce the optical illusion of masses, i.e. of closed

solids; this illusion remains even after it is lightened, or even

abolished, by the introduction of openings or other means of aesthetic

animation such as projections and indentations. This principle is

followed in the majority of buildings, from ancient Mesopotamia

to the Romanesque churches of Western and Central Europe.

The main body of the Roman Pajheon, (fig. 7) or the Palace of Strozzi

(early Renaissance period), are classic examples of this kind of

creation. Very many of the gigantic buildings in modern America

(fig. 8) also belong to this category. Their mighty masses are at

times shaped with an almost musical rhythm, with reciprocating

connections, with harmony between parts and with descending movements

within a general ascending motion. In the opposing system a

differentiationdn construction is developed. The most characteristic

parts of the Greek or the Chinese house are columns which support the

entablature and the roof. The walls are nothing but partitions

which enclose the interior. In Ancient Greece (fig. 9) these partitions

were placed inside the columns, and in the Far East (fig. 10) they had

no particular position, sometimes outside the columns, sometimes

behind them or between them. The most daring and ingenious example

of differential construction is, without doubt, the Gothic one. Entire

bundles of columns rise up inside the building ( fig. 11) and their

capitals do not interrupt the soaring motion, but act as a kind of

springboard projecting the motion into the ribs of the vaults. The

segments which are spanned across the ribs are mainly "fillers" , just

as are the walls between the supporting parts. This renders possible a

great freedom in the creation of openings, windows and doors, of a size

hitherto unknown. Apart from the system of internal pillars, there

is a second system of external pillars called buttresses (fig. 12),

which run alongside the aisles the whole length of the building.
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Above the side aisles flying buttresses project from the height of

the nave and transfer a considerable part of the thrust of its vault

onto the external vertical buttresses.

This system of construction necessarily leads us to aesthetic

categories proper. These are primarily based on the properties of

the materials used. Let us recall the Babylonian and Assyrian

buildings (fig. 13) A
which the volume of the walls sometimes exceeds

the size of the room. This strange thickness of the walls is the

logical outcome of the use of inferior materials. While the rich

quarries of the country of the Nile gave to Egyptian architecture

splendid possibilities for enadiring works, the materials found in

the countries around the Euphrates and the Tigris were in the main

clay or lime, which, even when rammed, is unable to resist the force

of rain water for a long time. A certain measure of preservation

was afforded by air-dried bricks. Better bricks were obtained by

firing and additional strength was given to the surfaces by glazing.

Though unintentional at first, these technical methods le^d to

aesthetic improvements. Glazing combined with coloring led to

variety and enrichment and to the decoration of the outside with

ornaments and figures. The surface of the walls was also broken up

by projecting and receding parts. Conditions such as these gave rise

to "facades" - not only in Mesopotamia - and they explain the

existence of the facade in general, i.e. the embellished face of the

house. Only when the material itself is inferior does a technical

and aesthetic covering and overlaying become necessary.

For the facade is, in itself and according to its proper nature,

a thing untrue, even artificial or fictitious. Only in the most

highly developed architecture was the facade also able to become

a faithful expression of the interior organization of the house and its

structure. When, however, the material is superior by nature, the

need for camouflage does not arise. It will be revealed unadorned,

and its appearance alone, in all its naivety, will have artistic

value. The Greek house is a good example also of the qualities

resulting from the use of superior materials. In modern architecture^

or at least in its early stages, an appreciation of the correct

use of materials was born anew. The first pioneers in this venture

who wished to do justice to materials, disapproved of imitation, as

m reproducing in metal
A
forms characteristic of wood, or coloring



sheets of tin to give the impression of marble. Every material has

its own innate property of form, and the modeling of one material

according to the properties of another constitutes a falsification.

In modern architecture^prevailing fefce tendency is to exhibit and

emphasize the nature of steel, concrete, glass, etc.* This

emphasis became a rich source of beauty .^For the attainment of
yy

f^f
4&

beauty in architecture, two other courses were followed. One employs

a variety of additions and trimmings, and in extreme instances the

influence of the decorative crafts, painting and sculpture is

evident. Such buildings are arranged as if their main intention was to

impress the eye in the manner of painting. In some styles of Islamic

architecture (fig. 14) houses were built with the clear intention

of appearing like pictures. Furthermore, the abundance of adornment

sometimes conceals the body of the house and distracts attention from

it. Ornamentation rich in taste and imagination frequently increased

at the expense of pure architecture. At times trimming prevailed also

in the Russian art of building, particularly during the periods when

the Church flourished. In the Cathedral of Basil in Moscow, for

instance, the load of ornaments envelops most of the building, and

almost hides it from the eye. The towers or cupolas, in their weird

multiplicity, no longer serve any use or purpose, and are there for

the sake of the pictorial impression only. The desire for pictorial

and sculptural expression assumed its most bizarre forms in European

architecture (particularly in Italy, Spain and Germany) in the

Baroque period, (fig. 15) about 1550-1750. The use of straight lines,

which are the decisive features of pure architecture, is restricted

in churches and palaces in this style. Curves and a reckless swaying

and sea of fantastic projections strangle the fundamental body of the

building. Let us again recall the classic creations of Greece, from

this viewpoint as well. A simple construction is characteristic

of the Greek art of -building, and it is this simplicity which gives

the impression of noble perfeg^on. Together with the effects of the

material proper, thisQmatroria3: is distinguished by well-conceived

proportions based on comprehensive and logical mathematical

calculations. The relations between the overall height and breadth,

between the whole and thejparts, and between the parts themselves, are

precisely planned and lead to the perfect harmony which so pleases
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the eye and exalts the spirit. Numerous houses in China are also

distinguished by this tranquil simplicity. The adornments found

in both these countries are not arbitrary additions.

In the spirit of pure architecture they result from the type of

material used and from structural principles. In modern architecture

the idea of reaching aesthetic perfection by proper reciprocal

relations between all the measurements of a house, has long been

accepted, but has been effected in a small degree only. Just as a

petty error or slight negligence can endanger the general impression,

so an architectural creation, even a simple and modest one, gives us

deep satisfaction^ fijgtjii it is distinguished by logical and systematic

reciprocity in its measurements. From this is derived the pleasure

sometimes given us ' by the exterior and interior of a house which may

be only a cube or a composition of elementary geometrical bodies.

We have already made some mention of the visual and psychological effec"

of lines or directions in the appearance of buildings. The example

which has long been popular is the Gothic style with its predominantly

upswept lines. We shall not consider here the origin of this

verticalism. We shall examine this phenomenon only from the point of

view of the effect upon the spectator: The system of pillars,

joined together in pointed arches at a great height, tends to exalt,

to lift the mind from the material world and awaken the spiritual

side. One of the Indian styles is, in certain aspects, close to the

Gothic. This too is full of movement, and in it one direction

prevails according to which all the lines are arranged.

The distinctive principle in these Indian sanctuaries, however, is

the horizontal tendency ( fig. 16). The houses are built of layers

of stone which are superposed upon each other horizontally: even the

towers rise up to their summits only by the piling up of horizontal

layers to the required height. The European baroque style, despite

its irregularity and unrestrained movement, shows also certain dominant

principles of movement, such as the diagonal. Just as the vertical

line elevates, and the multiplied horizontal line moves the spirit

and sends it to the remote, so the diagonal line excites the

spectator and arouses in him feelings of enthusiasm, or even of

ecstasy. A similar factor of movement, which is equally important,

is that of length, when it dominates the other dimensions. This

direction is particularly noticeable in English architecture.
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The movement of the spectator himself in these mighty buildings adds

to the dynamic impression created by their great length;*'. The common

features of these styles are
;
therefore, an expression of movement,

a play of forces, action, dynamics , a form approaching organic life.

In opposition to this, the Egyptian Pyramid, for example, expresses

the quiescent form, eternal existence, statics, and inorganic being.

To some extent any horizontal line may be considered as static - in

so far as the static state is not abolished by the multiplication of

horizontal lines. In its function as the base of an obtuse-angled

isosceles triangle, the horizontal line is a decisive feature of

Greek architecture and of all periods of its revival. In contrast

to the group of dynamic styles, the Greek style is not dominated by one

line which suppresses or abolishes other forming forces, but both the

horizontal and the vertical forces are together effective, as is partly

also the diagonal; and only the final result of all these movements is

a state of quiescence, an expression of tranquility, security and

repose. We have no clear idea of the aesthetic impressions made by

the early Mesopotamian architecture in its original state, and we can

only imagine that the composition of horizontal and vertical strips and

lines gave the impression of a striving for austerity and solemnity.

This was perhaps also the general appearance of Solomon's Temple, about

which we have so much information from biblical sources, but without

any knowledge of its general form. Its appearance was, without doubt,

magnificent and made a deep impression on all who saw it. - A

liberation of spiritual forces, or the arousing of feelings of

greatness and harmony, was at all times the psychological effect of

all kinds of arches (fig. 17); this is true of cupolas built in

hemispheres or similar shapes. The most perfect examples of Roman,

Byzantine and Renaissance architecture evoke in us such feelings.

However, the aesthetic values discussed so far embrace only the

features of the building itself and its appearance. The relation

which exists between the building and its surroundings is not the least

essential of these values. In Far-Eastern buildings (fig. 18), for

instance, in both single houses and in groups of houses or whole

architectural complexes, there is a tendency to adapt the building

to its natural surroundings so that it may conform to them as
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perfectly as possible* and -row out of then, human achievements
follow nature, the building assuming the lines of the landscape
Which is In turn itself reflected in the house. Shis relationship can
be explained by a conception of the universe common to all the
religions and philosophical schools of China. According to this
conception, the Universe is the model, the teacher and the standard.
The "three powers" are Heaven, Earth and Man. Man, who is only the
third of these three elementary forces, depends wholly on the other
two. As he adapts himself more and more to nature, to its cycles and
periods, and models his life on that of the universe, so he achieves
moral perfection and happiness. In a Chinese or Japanese building,
therefore, the tendency seems to be to merge into the landscape
rather than to rise above it. " Monumentality" - the striving after
large dimensions and the expression of might and endurance - is
foreign to architecture of the Far East. There are no gigantic
buildings, only regular and systematic multiplicities of houses
of modest dimensions. The adapting of the house to nature does not
altogether depend on the taste of the individual architect, but is
an age-old traditional system (called by the Chinese "winds and water")
which regulates this adaptation in all its details. The principle
contrary to that prevailing in China is more widely spread throughout
the world, because it is more in keeping with human nature,
especially in the case of Occidentals. This rather more Western
principle arises from the desire to make the building dominate
its surroundings. The house, so to speak, strives to appear prominent,
to be visible at a great distance, to stand out and subdue the world
around it. The castles (fig. 19) which were built in Europe in the
Middle Ages were mostly bold, grim and unyielding in aspect.
There are also in this category, however, creations of friendly
appearance. The main feature of these buildings is that they dominate
and subdue their surroundings. We cannot dismiss this domination as
purely negative^

.This form of architecture also permits the taking into account of^ existing conditions andlthe nature of the landscape, by means of a more
'or less sensitive reaction to the surroundings. Architecture attains
creative domination when it prevails on the landscape not only by
producing an impression, but by actual use and shaping of the
surroundings. By laying out gardens around the building, which prepare
the spectator for the building itself, this principle is developed and
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perfected. The 1'aj Mahal mausoleum (fig.20), which was built in the

17th Century near Agra in India by one of the Moslem E^ors for

his wife who had died at a prematurely early age, is a vxsxon xn white

marble, and the surrounding landscape is transformed into one vast

2)garden

2) In connection with this masterpiece, let us mention ^xjxen

ar-chiteeture in general and, in particular, three of its main styles.

The Chinese garden is concentrated nature, reflecting its ricn variety

in miniature; the Persian garden is further removed from the natural

st-te of the landscape and styli.es it; the Jrench garden, particular!,

since the gardens of Versailles, introduces into the landscape

artificial forms, foreign to nature, yet the- result is superb due to

the vast amount of planning put into its creation.

in this architectural category - the striving for domination over

nature, let us again take up the idea of -monumentally ana its

meaning. It was the tendency to immortalize rulers and ruling social

groups which originally led to the creation of solemn and enduring

architectural forms, which evoked in the onlooker a feeling of his

smallness. With the best types of monumental building, however, he is

not left with a feeling of abandonment, but is finally uplifted. -

She greatness radiating from these buildings awake* in him a feeling

of awe and reverence. He will indeed feel smaller, so to speak, and

bo. his head, but together with this feeling of reverence, and in

spite of it, he will experience a deep and uni.ue feeling of happiness

This psychological reaction could perhaps be explained as a Wnd or

sharing in the creation.

'he majority of architectural constructions were created

.nonymouslv. Kcst of the creators therefore worked for the love

'of tie work itself and dedicated their lives to it. But still more

LZ of our admiration are whole generations who sacrificed themse ves

I tie creations, knowing that they had no hop. of seeing their la our

completed or envying its fruits. This heroism can be understood only

by the force of great ideas which inspired these generations to the









What la Architecture ? +

The following article is an extract froffivC^book which has

recently been completed by our teacher of the History of

Architecture and Art. We publish this introductory chapter

in order to give our readers some information on the manner in

^which we teach the History of Architecture.

Note on the history of the research carried out in this subject .

Since its inception, architecture has occupied a focal

position in the study of aesthetics; in particular, architects

have advanced theories on architecture in general, and on Its

nature*
1

^. But all these outstanding authors, and those who

1) The first master in the aesthetics of architecture, and the
teacher of many generations following him, was the Roman
Vitruvius. It is not known for certain when he lived, but we
surmise it was in the first century E.G.. The greatest of his
followers was the Italian architect and author, Leon Battista
Alberti (d.1472). After him came Sebastiano Serlio (d.1552),
Giacomo Barozzi da Vlgnola (1507 - 1573), Andrea Palladio
(1518 - 1580), the outstanding architectural theorist and creator
of a notable school of architecture, and, finally, Vincenzo
Scamraozzi (d. 1616). In France the^oteworthy thinkers and
creators in the art of building were Fhilibert de l*Orme (d.1570),

J -an FUllant (d. 1578), Jacques AncroMet du Cerceau (about the
sane period), Francois elondel (d. 1686). In England, in the
18th. Century, Colin Campbell (d.1734) and V.illiam Adam (d.1748)
rose to fame.

followed them, were "uropeans. In spite of the depth of their

writings, it seemed that they were not acquainted with the

architecture which existed outside their civilization. All their

ideas, and the laws which they formulated, were therefore based

on too limited empirical foundations. In the light of the latest

scientific achievements, it becomes clear that thej did not reach



the generality and objectivity at which they hau aimed, and which

are Justified only by universal applicability. We will now try

to understand the fundamentals of architecture, not according to

styles, because these are the results of historical development,

but according to basic principles and original forces which will

assume a form, the shapes of which, in corresponding conditions,

we call styles .J^-jjjfne roots of architecture lie in the material

world, in the practical world of man ana society, while the summit

stretches upwards, into the vorld of ^fch-r- spirit concerned with the

pursuit of beauty.

The dwellings of primeval man were, it seems, caves and places

with improvised natural cover. The magnificent paintings in the

caves, preserved fromthe Early Stone Age, indicate that wild men

dwelt in them. They hunted for their food and waged a ceaseless

aggressive and defensive war against the wild animals. The brutal

conditions under which they lived forced them to develop a keen

sense of observation in their surroundings and an almost infallible

sense of perception, which expressed itself in the form of these

wall paintings, indeed the earliest known. However, whatever

remains of man's practical building is a survival only of the

Neolithic Age. In this age men organised themselves into groups,

larger than families, and the centre of growth of their economy

shifted from hunting to the tilling of the land and the raising of

cattle. These new conditions impaired their faculty of quick

observation and strengthened in them other aspects of artistic skill.

In the course of tta*4r observing the revolutions of the sun, the

moon and the stars, and their cycles according to the seasons of

the year, there is awakened in the peasant the feeling for order^and
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periodicity , obeying laws, the feeling for, and the appreciation

of rhythm. The man of the Hew Stone Age^«t7±±th^-44att^ is les*

skilled in his attempts to imitate nature and to depict the

phenomena of the living world. But at the same time he learned

to give expression by other means to his innermost meditations

and to the elements of the universe, and thus to his snrroundings

and his daily life. The fruits of his artistic expression are

ornaments, symbols of hl3 Impressions and thoughts, signs drawn

in regular and recurring form. Thus man of that period only was

able to build. The nemains of buildings of Neolithic Man show

a surprising similarity to those buildings of some of the contem-

porary wild tribes. This analogy fulfills our knowledge of

pre-hlstoric buildings. Both in Neolithic buildings and in those

of conternoorary wild tribes corresponding to this evolutionary

scale, there are houses built on piles, standing both in water

and on dry land; both types were for defence against wild beasts

and the enemies of man. Fromthe common purpose of both the
t

pre-histor
N
c buildings and the buildings of primitive tribes, we

may conclude that theSr primary aim of architecture is, in general,

that of protection and defence. To this basic aim of architecture

there was added, inthe course of the evolution of human needs, many

other aims. Besides houses built for the living, graves were also

built in the Neolithic Age, and they were witnesses of the first

realization of man's connection with death, and. of his first

conception of religious ideas. With the growth of the social

group fromthe first cell, the family, to larger groups, there arose

the need for public buildings. Through his adoration of the forces
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of nature, man came to build houses of worship. The rise to power

of rulers expressed Itself in buildings distinguished for their size

an<L fortifications andtheir aesthetic perfection. The increasing

demands of developing human civilization led to different kinds of

buildings - industry, crafts of various kinds, commerce and law,

transport, entertainment, sport, etc.. In the development of religions,

es pecially , there were rich sources of forces creating architecture.

The aim of architecture, however, does not yet define its nature.
the

We shall come to/understanding of its nature by considering some

antithetical basic ideas, such as mass and space . Every idea becomes

clearer when it appears in its pure state anc is not mixed with other

ideas. Mass in its creative function is realized almost perfectly

in the Egyptian Pyramids. When their construct ob piled up these

regular gigantic heaps, they left inside them only a very small cavity.

The Fyramids are almost solid bodies, nearer to the spirit of sculpture

than to that of architecture in its accepted sense. The same applies

also to pre-ColumbtSr^pyramids on the American continenlt^'a-.d they

seem to have been used as bases for sacrificial altars and astrological

stations. In Jndia a similar type was created. This is the Stoop!

^

(which appeared for the first time in the middle of the 3rd* Gentury B.C^)

which is hemispherical in form and can be likened to an evanescent

water- bubble. It grows and vanishes, and is, in India, the symbol

of its contrast, eternal being. The Stoopa is devoid of openings

and internal spaces, and contains only minute boxes in which are

stored relics of the Buddha. In Inco-China, Stoopas assume other

forms, closer to towers. In£the isaanc of&Java, through the efforts

of many generations, the richest and most complicated form of stoopas

was built. These represented the most highly developed form of stoops
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In contrast to this category, which contains a maximum of material

and a minimum of space, we must remember, for example, the Church

of St., Sophia in Constantinople {6th, Centurjfh/and the splendid

mosques built, after this model, by the Turks after their conquest

of the Byzantine mpire. These buildings are spacious and rich in

openings, the space being lofty and large and growing harmoniously

in all directions. The whole volume of pillars, columns and walls,

on which the vaults are suspended, is reduced to a surprising minimum.

to extent

Here the space overpowers the mass xh a striking xxhhssk.

This first antithesis, mass and space, which we have considered,

leads us to a second one through which we approach the question of

the method of building. According to its accepted definition,

building is the joining of parts of different materials - stone, tiles,

woou, iron, concrete, glass, etc., - to units generally called houses.

This conventional definition can also be applied tfr regular heaps

which are devoid of internal space. But, in contrast to all houses,

both the solid buildings and those constructed foz internal space,

the; e is yet another class of building which is not" built" at all.

These are thB rooms which man forced into an existing mass of rocks.

Buddhists and Hindus hewed out of the massive and vast rocks of India

deep and spacious cayjSg? some even with several floors, one below

the other. The pillars in these caves are not pillars in the tree

sense, because the whole is one solid mass, part of it hewn out of

the rock and the rest remaining in its natural state. These caves,

which are in the main shaped by the hand of man, are the outcome^of

the wrestle, so to speak, between the principle of natural mass itse^

and that of space created by the diminishing of existing mass. As

mentioned before, the main creations of this kind are found in India*



In other countries, to a lesser extent, more or less regular caves

were also hewjn out, or existing oaves enlarged. The spirit of

hewing out of rock is also sensed in built houses where the volume

of pillars and other internal parts is not less than the free

space between them. The ancient buildings of Bfejpt sometimes give

us this impression. |"lri the continuation of this architectural

I nAemajt however, in which space was victorious over existing mass,

series of channels was made out of the body of the rock and free

spaces were created around the solid mass, which became isolated

and continued to exist in its plastic form. This solid mass was

shaped by stone-hewers, masons and sculptors into the form of houses

The outside surface of the houses was embellished with an abundance

of sculptures and reliefs, and the workers penetrated into the

houses and created rooms. Outside India, e.g. in the vicinity of

Jerusalem, thi3 princ~lpiev 13 realized" to a more limited extent.

Now that we have considered these phenomena, which hem consldera

bly enlarge^ the accepted idea of architecture, we shall deal with

the idea of architecture in its more restricted sense, and in the

first instance with its methods. Here again we are faced with the

principle of mass, but in another sense, in the sense of the visual

appearance of the building. 'Alien they are built with complete

walls, buildings produce the optical illusion of masses, i.e. of

closed solids: this illusion remains even after it is lightened, or

even abolished, by the introduction of openings or other means of

aesthetic animation such as projections and indentations. This

principle is followed in the majority of buildings from ancient

mass again becomes dominant. In Southern
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Mesopotamia to the Romanesque churches of Western and Central Rirope.

The main body of the Roman Panthe^on^or 94 the Palace of Strozzi

(early Renaissance period) are classic examples of this kind of

creation. Very many of the gigantic buildings in modern America

also belong to this category. Their mighty masses are at times

shaped with an ammost musical rhythm, with reciprocating connections,

with harmony between parts and with descending movements within a

general ascending motion. In the contrasting system a differentia-
(prts;

tion in construction is developed. The kui^<r<>Yol the Greek or

the Chinese house are columns which support the entablature and the

roof. The walls are nothing other than partitions which enclose the

interior. xn Ancient Gre^efe'^hese partitions were placed inside

the columns, and in the Far Ea&Y they had no particular position,

sometimes outside the columns, sometimes behind them or between them.

The most daring and ingenious example of differential construction

is ^without doubt /the Gothic one. Entire bundles oi Columns rise up

inside t'e build^^^and their capitals do not hinder the intensity

of the soaring process, but act* aa a kind of springboard which allows

the motion to continue into the ribs of the vaults. The segments

which are spanned across the ribs are mainly" fillers'; just as are the

walls between the supporting parts. This renders possible a great

freedom in the creation of openings, windows and doors, the size of

which has hitherto been unknown. Apart from the system of internal

pillfcjs, there Is a second system of pillars^^hlch rise^ up outside,

and run^ along the length of the building alongside its aisles.

Above thes> aisles flying butresses project fromthe high nave and

transfer a decisive part of the weight of th e walla onto the external

pHlarfiu \><nAZooJL. AwtKoy^ .
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This method of construction will bring us of necessity to
primary

apathet ic categories proper. Their f±KBfc conditions are the

IVfllitlei of the materials used. Let U3 remember the 3abylonlan

and Assyrian buildings in which the volume of the walls sometimes

exceeds the size of the room. This strange thickness of the walls

is the logical outcome of the use of inferior materials. While the

rich quarries w-ithin—feh^-eorders- of the country of the Nile gave

"to "gyptian architecture splendid possibilities for enduring works,

the materials found in the countries around the fuphratus and the

Tigris wepg in the main clay or lime, which, oven when pounded,

is unable to resist the force of rain water after a long time, A

certain amount of preservation produced air-dried tiles. Better

tiles ifere obtained by firing and additional strength was given to

the surfaces by glazing. Though unintentional at first, these

technical means ledjto aesthetic improvements, Glazin^ led to

colourful enrichdinnt and to the decoration of the outside with

ornaments and figures. The surface of the walls was also broken up

mjf projecting and receding parts. Conditions such as these gave

birth to "facades" (not only in Mesopotamia), and they explain the
(-flu

existence ofNfacade/ in general, i.e. the adorned face of the house.

Only when the material itself is inferior does a technical and

aesthetic covering and enveloping become necessary. It is understood

that the facade is, in itself^ and. according to its proper nature,

a thing untrue, or even artificial or fictitious. Only in the most

highly developed architecture wa3 the fa§ade also able to become a

faithful expression of the interior organization and structure 6f the

house. When, however, the material is superior by nature, the need

for any camouflage doe^s not arise. It will show itself in its naked
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form and its appearance, in all its naivity, will assume artistic

worth. The (freak house is a good example also of the qualities

resulting from the use of superior materials In modern architecture,

or at least in its early stages, an appreciation of the^ use of 4&%&&0w-

materials was born anew. The first pioneers in this venture, who

wished to do justice to M- material, disapproved of imitation,

i.e., the creating in metal of forms characteristic of wood, or by

colouring sheets of tin to give the impression of marble. Every

material has its own innate property of shaping, and if materials are

modelled according to the properties of other materials, it is

considered a falsification. In modern architecture the tendency to

exhibit and emphasize the t*te nature of steel, concrete, glas3, etc.,

prevails. This emphasis became a rich source of beauty, (in order

to attain beauty in architecture, two further courses were adopted.

One employs a variety of additions and trimmings, and in extreme

instances the influence of craftsmanship, painting and sculpture are

evident. Such buildings are planned as if with the main intention of

giving a visual impression akin to painting. In some styles of Islamic

archltectu^ef^ouses were built with the clear intention that they should

look like pictures. Furthermore, the abundance of adornment sometimes

hides the body of the house and detracts from it. Ornamentation rich

in ta3te and imagination freo.uently increased in inverse proportion

to pure achltecture. At times trimming prevailed also in the Russian

art of building, particularly during the periods when the Church

flourished. In the Cathedral of Bazilius in Moscow, for instance, the

load of ornaments envelops . ost of the building, and almost M*t 4fc the

whole of the body of the structure is hidden. The towers or cupolas,

in their weird multiplicity , no longer serve any use or purpose, and
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which may be only a cube or a composition of some elementary

geometrical bodi 3. [Te have already been reminded, in passing, of

the visual and psychological effects of lines at^ directions in the

appearance of buildings. The example which has lonc
- been popular

is the Gothic style with the prevailing upward direction of its lines.

V.e shall not consider here the origin of this verticalism. We

try to understand this phenomenon only from the point of view ofHhe

onlooker; The system of pillars, joined together in pointed arches^

at a great height, raises U3 from the material world and awakens in

us spiritual feelings. One of the Indian styles is, in certain

aspects, close to the Gothic. It is also full of movement and one

direction prevails , and all the lines are arranged according to this

direction; the decisive principle, however, in these Indian sanctuaries

is the horizontal tendency*

layer.; of stone^rn^ fill thu a o layord^ are superposed upon each other

The houses are built of

horizontally; even the tower3 rise up to their summits only by the

piling up of horizontal layers until the required height i3 reached.

The European baroque stjle, howsveag« despite its recklessness and

unrestricted movenent, shows one dominant principle of movement, the

diagonal. Just as the vertical line elevates, and the horizontal line,

in its multipl'clty moves the spirit and draws it far away, so the

diagonal line excites the onlooker and prepares him for feelings of

enthusiasm, or even of ecstasy. A similar factor of movement, which is

equally important, i3 that of length, when 11 imposes itself upon the

other dimensions. This direction is noticeable mainly in English

architecture. Tven the physical move entu of the onlooker in these

grand buildings adds to the feeling of dynamics which the great length

The common feature of these styles, therefore, is an



expression of movement, a play of forces, action, ^lS^^^Jorm

approaching cranio life. Opposed to this, the Egyptian^, for example,

is a sign of fcfce quiescent form, oi eternal existence, of statics

ft* of iUSTg&sld being. To some extent the horizontal line can also

be considered M static - in so far as a multiplicity of horizontal

lines does not cancel the static state. In its function as the base

of an obtusa-a'.JL-d Isosceles tri .ngle, th^Jiorizontal line is a

decisive feature of Greek architecture ano^itTreviva^

In contrast to the group of dynamic styles, the Greek style is not

dominated by one line wi ich oppresses or Polishes other forming forces,

but both the horizontal anc the vertical forces are together effective,

as is partly albo the diagonal; an* only the final result of all these

movements U ft slate of quiescence, anf expression of tranquility,

security and repose. V,
:

e have no clear idea of the aesthetic

impressions which the early .lesopotamlan architecture made in its

original state, and we can only imagine that the composition of

horizontal and v,rtioal strips and lines gave the impression of a

serious and solemn taste. This was perhaps also the general appearance

about received

of Solomon* s Temple, m "vhicli we have pgftftfcfti so much lnformauion from

/^biblical sources but nothing about its general iorm. Its appearance

was, without doubt, magnificent and made a deep impression on all who

saw it.— A liberation of spiritual fOi ces^f^linss of greatness

and harmony * was at all times the psychological outcome of all kinds

of ar^hfc^Ad , in particuaal^Cf the circle? this is the case in

cupolas built as hemispheres cr similar shapes. The most perfect

examples of Roman, EVzantine and Renaissance architecture evoke in us

such feolings. ["However, in these aesthetic values are included only

features of the building itself and of its appearance. The realties
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which exists be tween the building and its surroundings ia not the

least -decisive of these values. In efctiws* builoihgs% for in8tance,

4rt—4rB- ao If in both the single houses and in groups of houses or whole

arc it cturai complexes, there is tendency to adapt the ouilding
to

to its natural surroundings so that it may Conform \m&i them as

follow nature, the building taking the lines of the landscape
reflected

which is again itself afcexHEKGt In the nouse. This relationship can

be explained oy a conception of the universe common to the religions

and all the philosophical schools of China, according to this

conception, th- Universe 1$ the model, the teacher and the standard.

The "tares power** are Heaven, Earth and Man. Man, who is only the
these

third of/three elr-T-ienfcary forces, depends wholly on the other two.

As he adapts hlmseli more and more to nature, to its cycles and

periodicities, and arrar.gefihie life according to the model of the

universe, so he acMeves moral perfection and happiness. it is

easier, therefore, to find in a Chinese 'l^uTlding the tendency to

immerse Itself into the landscape then to rise above it.

,; Monumentality" ~ the striving after large dimensions and the

expression of might ard endurance - is foreign to architecture of the

Far Ea3t. There are no gigantic buildings, only regular and systematl

multiplicities of houses of modest dimensions. The adapting of the

house to nature does not depend on the individual taste of the

architect only, but it is an old-age traditional system (called by

the Chinese "winds and water") Which regulates this adaption in all

its details. The principle , contrary to that pertaining in O^Ina,

is geographically further extended according to the character of

people, and in particular of a, o atenTT^=^Occidentals^. This rather

p^rffotiy as paf Bible*and grow out of them. Human achievements
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more OwJteflta^princlple emerges fromthe desire to make the

building dominate its surroundings. The house, 20 to speak, wishes

to appear prominent, to be visible at a E^at^j-stance, to stand out

and subdue the world around it. The caatlesY which were ouilt in

Furope in the Kiddle Ages, werTbold, &** Mrf unyielding in aspect.

Tliere are in t$is category, however, also creations of friendly

3

p

poet. The maln^^^ls that these buildings dominate and subdue

their surroundings, fhe value Of this dominance is not necessarily

a negative one, or net exclusively negative. In th^J°™e£j

architecture the existing condition* as well as the imp* of the

landscape can also be taken into consideration by the more or less

sensitive reaction of the builder to the surroundings. /.rcnitecture

attains creative domination when it prevails on the landscape not

only by'^teift?^ impression, but by material working on the

surroundings and shaping them. ft the planning of QMM around

the building, and thus preparing l*« onlooker for the building tfrM&*«

this priniple is developed and perfected. Th~ Taj Mahal mausoleum,

which was built in the 17th. Century near A&t* in Inlia by one of

the Moslem Emperors for his wife^who had died at a prematurely early

age, is a vision in white marble, and the landscape around is

transformed into on- jJ i jn frfcr., mIST li -lii

e

ffiimprasslv* garden* 2

2) In connection with this masterpiece, 3*1 us remember ££rden_

architecture in general and, in particular, throe of its main styles.

The Chinese garden is oentred 1k nature and reflects its rich variety

in miniature form; the Persian garden is further remold from the

natural state of the landscape and shapes it, in a formal runner;

the French garden, particularly that modelled on Uae gardens of

Versailles, introduces into thm landscape artificial forms, foreign
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nature, yet the result la superb due to the vast amount ofAT
/^planning put into Its creation,

j
/Following on this architectural

category, th^ striving .for the dominance of nature, let us again

remind ourselves of the idea of " monumental lty" and its meaning.

The tendency to immortalize rulers and ruling social groups led

primarily to the creation of solemn and enduring architectural shapes,

which evoked in the onlooker a feeling of his snallness. Khen

viewing the beat types or monumental building, howovrr, he is not

abandoned at this stage, but is finally uplifted. Greatness

radiates from th^se buildings and awakens in the onlooker a feeling

of awe and adoration. He will indeed become smeller, so to speak,

and bov; his head, but together with this feeling of ?doretion and

in spite of it, there will be aroused in him unique feelings of

happiness. Perhaps this psychological reaction could be explained

by saying that it is as If the onlooker is sharing the creation.

The majority of architectural constructions were created

anonymously, Most of the creators therefore worked for the love

of the work itself and dedicatedthelr lives to it. Sfet still more

worthy of our admiration are whole generations who sacrificed

themselves to these creations, knowing that they had no hoplpe 0f

seeing their labour completed or enjoying the fruits thereof.

This heroism can be understood only by the force of thought and

noble ideas which inspired these generations to the poll t of self-

sacrifice,

teaches.

This 3Ua the finest moral lessen which architecture


